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CARTER'S GENERAL ECONOMIC GOALS

t.

Carter's overall economic goals have fluctuated

somewhat, but he generally states them to be:
-- "Modest growth in GNP of 4-6% a year over the
next four years;
-- Unemployment rate of 4% to 4-1/2% by end of his
first term;
-- Annual inflation rate of 4% by the end of his
first term;
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-- A balanced budget by 1980;

2. According to Carter's econolnic advisors, he originally
wanted much tougher targets for unemployment and inflati~n
(in the 2% range) but he has become more realistic.

3. In addition to his general goals, Carter has also
promised that in his first term he would:
-- Institute zero-based budgeting, issuing an executive
order "in my first week in the White House";
-- Reorganize the executive branch, cutting the number of
agencies and departments from 1900 to 200 (He has carefully
avoided saying how);
Have a sunshine law;
Restore harmony between the White House and Congress
Level off the proportion of GNP absorbeJ by the
Government. This is his latest kick. Bu~i~~~~_~~~~ reports
on September 20 that in an upcoming speech, Carter may call
for a ceiling on federal expenditures at about the recent
historical average of 21% of GNP in order to emphasize his
fiscal conservatism.
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4.
Carter is clever at stating general goals while :,~:
;~l
avo id i ng a t temp ts to pin him down on ways to ach ieve \~}
~/
them.
Even his chief issues man, Stu Eizenstat, has s~;
"We will continue to state goals.
But we're not laying
out a legislative blueprint, and we're not going to be
forced into that." Among the apparent reasons for this
approach:

-- Their belief that specific issues count less than
general attitudes the candidate conveys to voters. Thus,
Carter always stresses nonideological themes of trust and
60nfidence in government.
-- Specifics always tend to alienate special interest
groups, a point publicly acknowledged hi Carter's press
secretary.
-- Specifics also reveal contradictions in a program.
5.
Carter's gyrations on economic policy have been one
of the most notable aspects of his campaign.
In the early
primaries, he consistently ran to the right of his Democratic
opponents.
He refused, for instance, to embrace Humphrey
Hawkins.
But after his "ethnic purity" remark, feeling
pressure from the Black Caucus as well as George Meany, he
relented, giving lukewarm endorsement to H-H.
He has since
tried to avoid the bill, and it is not mentioned in the
Democratic platform.
Carter moved more discernibly to the left on April 22,
just prior to the Pennsylvania primary, when he issued
his first economics position paper.
It placed a heavy
emphasis on jobs as a number one economic priority. While
it stressed that most jobs should be created in the private
sector, it also gave a clear indication that many jobs were
also to be created in the public sector and through public
tax inducements -- and it said little about how Carter would
control inflation.
Carter's perceptions as a liberal,
big-spending Democrat were greatly magnified by the
Democratic convention including the platform, the choice
of Mondale, and the acceptance address.
His subsequent
endorsements of big labor added to the perception.
Then, on September 3rd in a news conference in Plains,
Carter swung back to the right, making it clear that
both inflation and jobs were twin evils that he intended
to fight simultaneously. The expensive social programs
that he embraced at the convention were still going to be

enacted, he said, but they would have to be phased
in, compatible with his goals of controlling inflation
and balanceing the budget by 1980. So, as of today,
Carter is straddled between fighting unemployment
and fighting inflation.

QUOTES FROM CARTER AND ADVISORS ON GENERAL ECONOHIC

Q.
Republicans in Kansas City charged that five programs that
you've talked about would cost more than $100 billion and would
cause personal taxes to rise by 50%.
How do you respond to
the charge that you're a big spender?
A.
Well, I've never been a big spender.
I've always been
careful with my own money and careful with whatever taxpayers'
money I had under my charge.
They are trying to cover up their
mistakes.
I intend as President to achieve a balanced budget
by 1980.
With a modest growth in gross national product to
about $5 to 6% a year, a"d an unemplo:m.ent rate of 4% to 4~%
at the end of that time, with care~ul planning and metic~lous
detail work, and phasing in the programs that we've evolved, we
would have a balanced budget by 1980.
Carter Interview
Business Week, Sept. 20, J976

Q.
T:1.2.s talr.: of s3':lings re~ni:1ds us 0= t::'e Viet:l.2.. IT1 ";?eac:e
dividend. It
Is t~ere a cb.an.ce t~lat -:':-:'2se sa~Ji:1gs ':N"ill a~so
disappear?

A.
?he savings are there to be realized.
I co,,'t say that ~e're
going to cut that ~uch out of total spending and give it back
to the taxpayers, but to help programs be more efficie"t.
I
think we have now some 300 programs in health, administered by
about 76 agencies.
There's no 0ay now to decide in Washington
who's responsible for errors, ~ho is in charge of t~e management
of governIent.
A clear delineation of authority, a reductionin -:.rle :1t:~::D2r -of a.;e:-:cies reSpO:1Sihle. £02:' "C.:-:e sa:-:l;~ _=>_:!!"''=:~~':):1, ccr~
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~e
figure t~at over a fou~ year peried we'll have at least an
increased incc~e far the ~e~eral government - nct in sa7ings,
but in ~ivi~ends - of a~out $60 billion cu~ulatively.
You know, I'm a busine3s~an ... and I'm very conscious always
of costs, projections, balanced ~udgets, and t~at will be part
of ~y conscious~ess as President.
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Carter said that he would strive for a balanced budget and
full employment if elected President. Blaming the Nixon-Ford
administration for the nation's economy ills, Carter said De
would try to cut inflation to 4% by the end of his adminis
tration and seek a steady economic growth rate of 4-5%.
UPI
July 29, 1976
Carter reiterated his goals of cutting the unemployment rate
to between 4% and 4.5% and inflation to 4% or less within
four years.
Telling reporters about his Tuesday meeting with
his economic advisers, Carter also said that as President he
would strengthen the Council on Wage and Price Stability and
make a greater effort to get labor and business to voluntarily
curb prices and wage boosts.
While criticizing President Ford's
general economic policies, the Democratic presidential nominee
said he would continue the Ford policy of limiting wages
increases for federal employees.
Wall Street Journal
July 29, 1976
Carter outlined his own goals as "full employment" for all who
are able to work, an inflation rate of 4% by 1980, a balanced
budget, a steady economic growth rate of 4-6% and leveling
off of the proportion of the gross national product that is
absorbed by government.
Washington Post
July 29, 1976
Q.
What should be the approximate balance between government
and private shares of the GNP?

A.
Well, the government share has been steadily growing. My
inclination would be to attenuate the growth, at least. My
hope would be that we could hold down or reduce the government
proportion of the GNP compared to what it would have been if
I wasn't in the White House.
I can't promise you that I'll stop
it or reverse it, but I'll do what I can to hold it down.
Fortune
5/76

Q.

How far down do you think you can get inflation?

A.
"I don't see any reason why the permanent level of
inflation can't be as low as 2 or 3 percent. If we get
down below 4 percent unemployment, you would have very
high inflationary pressures .
"
Fortune
May, 1976

Lawrence Klein, Carter's chief economic adviser said of
Carter:
"The man has a real feeling for the poor, he
wants to distr ibute A,ner ica' s income be tter, the pie
will be bigger and everyone will have a bigger piece of
it; there will be a shift to the smaller man. Jimmy's
a real friend of small business."
"Our main target is unemployment. Carter wants to cut it
to 4-1/2% from 7%; he'll do it by more govern~ent spending 
but with restraint - and more public service jobs, induce
ments to private industry to extend hiring practices and
more expansionary fiscal and monetarj policies. There might
be a budget deficit, if necessary, but not foe long."
"We don't have all the answers to the 'inflation problem'
yet, but we're working on programs to step up productivity,
increase competitive pricing and introduce stand-by wages
and price controls if necessary."
Baltimore Sun
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1.
General Approach:
While Carter has recently shifted
his emphasis toward a greater concern for inflation, he
continues to impress upon audiences the need for much
more aggressive programs to create new jobs.
He is a
constant critic of Ford Administration policies, and
his own approaches and programs -- a melanqe o~ orthodox
Democratic tools -- would be a sharp departure from
current policies.
For analytical purposes, Carter's job
policies can be placed in three categories:

(1) Greater fiscal and monetarY stimulation. Carter
would rely on more s~e~di~g (he has ~ot said how muc~ but
his advisers have indicated support for a budget of $412
420 billion for FY 1977), temporarily higher budget deficits
(also u~defined), and more ex~ansive monetary ~olicy (he
has also failed to defi~e monetary grm"t~ targets).
l\rnong
his immediate priorities for new spending are countercyclical
assistance to cities suffering from particularly high rates
of unemployme~t, and greater assistance for the housing
industry.
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More Federal money for on-the-job
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CARTER ON JOBS
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should be more jobs for black teenagers.
proposals:
--Provide 800,000 summer youth jobs and IIdouble
the CETA program from 300,000 to 600,000 jobs."
--Create "public needs jobs ll as a supplement to
private sector for housing rehabilitation, repair of
railroad roadbeds.
Again, Carter flatly opposes the idea that Government
should guarantee everyone a job through hiring for
public service employment. And he knows that his
endorsement of Humphrey-Hawkins makes him highly vulnerable.
His chief economics adviser, Lawrence Klein, has even
been back-pedaling:
"The bill could become an albatross.
But no bill goes through Congress without amendments, and
I can envision ten amendments that would make this a good
bill." Late last week the Congress began revising
Humphrey-Hawkins once again--some thought at Carter's
request.

2.
Cost of Carter's Jobs Program:
any figures.

He has never provided

3. Carter's Latest Attack Line:
"President Ford has
turned the economy around all right.
When he came
into office, 5 million people were unemployed.
Today
7~ million people ,are unemployed--a 50% increase in
two years." As on inflation, Carter frequently harks back
to the unemployment numbers under Truman, JFK and LBJ.

QUOTES FROM CARTER ON JOBS
GENERAL
"Jobs for Americans who want to work must be our
number one national priority. We will never have
a balanced budget, an end to the inflationary spiral,
or adequate services for Qur people as long as we
have 8.5 or 9 million people unemployed."
Indianaoplis News
March 9, 1976
"When you spend a million dollars on better health
care, education, day care center care for elderly,
you get almost a million dollars worth of jobs.
When you spend the same million on one more bomb,
you don't get very many jobs."
Caucus of Black Democrats
May 2, 1976
When other Democratic candidates were setting lower
targets for unemployment and inflation, Mr. Carter
said, "I can't outbid them; I'd put my emphasis on
employment and take my chances on inflation." He has
consistently kept to those priorities.
He puts reducing
unemployment first, reducing inflation second, thereby
making this a sharp issue with the Republicans, who have
consistently designated inflation as the top problem.
The New York Times
July 14, 1976
"SPECIFIC " PROGRAM IDEAS ON JOBS
"I am committed to a dramatic reduction in unemployment,
without reviving double digit inflation, through the
fOllowing means:
(a)
We must have an expansionary fiscal and monetary
policy for the coming fiscal year to stimulate demand

and production. This should mean spending simply for
the sake of spending without specific aims and goals, but
policy aimed at curbing both cyclical and structual
unemployment, creating useful jobs, and solving national
needs.
(b)
Specific stimulation should be given to private
industry to hire the unemployed through
--encouragement by the Federal Government to
employers to retain workers during cyclical downturns
including reforming the unemployment compensation tax
paid by employers.
--public programs to train people for work in
private sector jobs.
--incentives specifically geared to encourage
employment, including incentives to employers who
employ young persons and persons with lengthy records
of unemployment, and to those employers who provide
felxible jobs, to aid access by women to the market
place.
(c)
To supplement our effort to have private industry
play a greater role, the Federal Government has an
obligation to provide funds for useful and productive
public employment of those whom private business cannot
or will not hire. Therefore we should:
--create meaningful public jobs -- in cities and
neighborhoods of the unemployed adjusted to solving
our national needs in construction, repair, maintenance,
and rehabilitation of facilities such as railroads,
roadbeds, housing, and the environment.
--improve manpower training and vocational education
programs to increase the employability of the hard-core
unemployed.
--provide 800,000 summer youth jobs.
--pass an accelerated public works program targeted
to areas of specific national needs.
--double CETA (Comprehensive Educational Training Act)
program from 300,000 to 600,000 jobs, and provide counter
cyclical aid to cities with high unemployment.

--develop more efficient employment services to
provide better job counseling and to match openings
to individuals, and consider establishment of special
Youth Employment Services especially geared to finding
jobs for our young people.
Carter Economic Position
Paper, 1976 Campaign

CARTER ON JOBS IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR
"We must recognize ... that almost 85 percent of America's
workers depend on private industry for jobs.
I would like
to maintain or improve this ratio."
Los Angeles Times
June 30, 1976
"I would explore the possibility of sharing with industry
the employment of perhaps all of their employees for
a shorter work week.
The government and industry would
then share the extra costs involved."
Business Week
May 3, 1976
"I believe that specific stimulation should be given to
private industry to hire the unemployed through an increased
commitment by the federal government to fund the cost of
on-the-job training by business."
" ... the federal government has an obligation to provide
funds for useful and productive public employment of those
whom private business cannot or will not hire."
The Economy: An
Economic position
paper for now and
tomorrow
"Pinpointed federal programs can ease the more acute pains
of recession, such as now exist in the contruction industry.
We should consider extension of unemployment compensation,

the stimulation of investments, public subsidizing
of unemployement and surtaxes on excess profits."
National Press Club Speech
December 12, 1975
The former Georgia governor pointed out that there
are "millions of jobs that need to be filled.
For
example, the design, manufacture, transportation
and installation of solar heating units is a new
industry which would provide employment, not for
scientists, because the technology is already known
-- but for plumbers, pipefitters, tin smiths, plastics
workers, carpenters, electricians and others."
"We need to repair out railroads, complete our rapid
transit systems, provide pollution control for cities,
preventive health care on a national level, care for
retarded children, alcoholics and drug addicts.
We need to provide individualized remedial instruction in
our schools, and we need__ better housing program;:;. These
kinds of jobs will provide employement primarily in
private industry. The cost of such an employment program
would not exceed present federal spending limits."
Manchester Union-Leader
January 21, 1976
"1 would also like to try some things of an innovative
nature that are working in other countries. One example
would be if you had an area of high unemployment, a geo
graphical area, and a company that had 1,000 employees, and
they had to layoff 100 employees temporarily.
I would like
to see the government and that industry, on a competitve
bid basis perhaps, for a short period of time, like six
months, employ all the people there for a shorter workweek,
and let the government and the industry share the extra
cost."
Fortune Interview
May, 1976

CARTER ON JOBS IN THE :E'J.:!..aLIC SECTOR
"I didn't approve of the it (Humphrey-Hawkins) the way it
was originally written. with a mandatory total unemployement
goal of 3 percent, taking in all age groups, most of my
economic advisers thought that would mean double-digit
inflation.
And although in its original form the bill
professed to make the government the employer of last
resort in effect it placed the government almost as an
employ~r of first resort ... "
Business Week
May 3, 1976
"I support, and as President I would sign, the Humphrey
Hawkins bill, as amended, given my current understanding
of the bill."
Washington Star
July 7, 1976, quoting
Carter on April 8, 1976
Answering charges by Jackson that he was ignoring the
jobs issue, Carter proposed a "massive WPA or CCC type
program to put Americans back to work," a reference
to the public works project of the Depression era.
"I would make jobs the number 1 priority of my
administration."
Clay F. Richards (UPI)
April 2, 1976
"vIe now have about a 40 to 45 percent unemployement rate
among young people in the minority groups:
Spanish speaking
and black. And I would consider this my number one priority
in the addition of government sponsored jobs."

Speech, Gary, Indiana
May 3, 1976

"As a last resort, public employment jobs need to be
created similar to the CCC and the WPA duri~ the
depression years, particularly for young Americans
18-20 years old who have an extremely high unemploy
ment rate -- in excess of 40 percent for black young
people."
"The net cost will be about $20 per week for each young
person hired."
Carter Campaign Issues
Reference Book
March 15, 1976
"Many workers in retardation, alcoholism and drug
programs will come from welfare or from the chronically
unemployed with little increase in overall cost."
"It costs about $80 per week for an unemployed family for
expenses not including medical care, versus $92 per
week for a 40-hour work week" and the differences " will
be reduced by taxes paid, Social Security payments made and
the productivity of the hired person during the week."
AP
January 26, 1976

"I think I would favor that.
If you mean the public
service jobs bill that is now just barely passed that
Ford is likely to veto.
Yes, I would favor that."
WETA "Candidates on the Line"
February 16, 1976
Q: Would you provide public jobs for people, other than
those chronically unemployed, who weren't able to find
jobs in the private sector?

A:
"I don't believe we can afford that, on a permanent
basis. This would create in our nation an inclination to
circumvent the private sector, to depend on the federal
government as a first supplier of jobs, and it would be
extremely expensive.
It costs about $12,500 to supple a
job for a person in the public sector.
But there are many
other things that could be helpful. For instance, a federal

city guarantee of bond repayments for public-works
construction is the kind of thing that could stimulate
the construction industry. A guarantee by the federal
government of home mortgage repayments would help a
great deal. The construction of low-cost rental homes
would help a lot. The guarantee or payment of interest
subsidies above a certain level for home mortgages would
have a direct impact on the housing industry. But I would
not want to use massive public-jobs programs except in an
extreme case, and I believe that as President I could
avoid that circumstance."
Fortune Interview
May, 1976

CARTER QUOTE ON JOBS
"Some people say it costs too much to put our people
back to work.
I think it costs too much not to put
our people back to work."
AFL-CIO Speech
August 31, 1976
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CARTER ON INFLATION
1.
Shifting Emphasis: Throughout the primaries, Carter
managed to stay slightly to the right of most of his opponents
by refusing to embrace many big spending programs near and
dear to liberal hearts.
He always put jobs as his first
priority for the next four years, but he blended that with a
fairly strong emphasis upon "tough, competent" management and
the need for a balanced budget. At the convention and in the
early weeks thereafter, however, Carter moved perceptibly left
by coming out swinging for main-line Democratic economics.
Then on September 3rd, he tried to swing back to the right
with his press conference in Plains, making it clear that
inflation would share equal concern with jobs. The newest
emphasis upon inflation apparently stems from:

-- Caddell polls showing that inflation was a major
public concern (Business Week).
-- Lawyer Charles Kirbo and wife Rosalynn both fear the
"big spending" label that the GOP was successfully pinning on
him.
They knew it might help to account for his slide in the
polls. Bristles Kirbo:
"Jimmy has made it plain that these
(costly social programs) are goals that will have to be adjusted
to the capabilities of the economy."
-- Feedback from Mondale's travels.

2.
The Carter Program: Specifics are lacking, but Carter and
his advisers generally offer a three-pronged attack on inflation:
-- Overall increase in supply. Carter and his advisers
believe the key to lowering inflation is economic growth,
generated in part by governmental stimulation.
To them, by
cutting employment, you cut inflation; to the Administration,
using the wrong methods of cutting employment such as excessive
government spending only causes more inflation and in turn
generates more unemployment. Carter continually stresses that
too little attention has been paid to the supply side of the
equation. Among the measures he =avors to increase productive
growth of the economy are:
Greater government spending;
More expansive monetary policy;
Creation of food reserves;
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-- Reform of governmental regulations, like the
rule, which add unnecessarily to consumer costs;
Stricter enforcement of anti-trust laws;
Stimulation of capital investment.
Removal of bottlenecks in economy. Carter recognizes
that some of the inflationary pressures in the economy during
the early 1970s resulted from bottlenecks in key industries. He
hasn't proposed specific solutions but has indicated a concern for
clearing them up through better planning and targeted programs.
-- An incomes policy. Carter has continually talked about
his desire for standby wage and price control authority, but he
always adds that he would only use that authority as a last
resort.
Lately he has even shown some signs that he might not
seek wage and price control authority.
He has been talking with
increasing frequency about voluntary approaches to restrain wage
and price increases.
Business Week says that his desire for
voluntary cooperation between labor and business "bears a family
resemblance to the 'social consensus' that West Germany uses to
keep inflation in check." Others see more resemblance to the
jawboning of the Kennedy-Johnson years.
There is a dispute within
the Carter economic camp on controls: George Meany hates them,
but one of Carter's most influential advisers, Jasinowski, is a
principal author of Humphrey-Hawkins and thinks that controls may
be the only way to carry out the original intent of the Humphrey
Hawkins approach.

3.
Inflation and Unemployment: A key disagreement between Ford
and Carter is how much stimulation the economy can take without
creating a new round of inflation. Carter frequently says now:
"My advisers and I agree that until you get the unemployment
rate down below 5 percent, there's no real danger of escalating
inflationary pressures." Before his latest conversion to inflation,
Carter was also quoted as saying:
"I would put my emphasis on
employment and take my chances on inflation."

4.
Carter's Attack: His most frequent attack line is to compare
the lower inflation and unemployment rates of the Truman, Kennedy
and Johnson administrations with those of Nixon and Ford.
Then
he tries to tie "Nixon-Ford" back to Hoover.
Says pollster
Caddell:
"I don't want him to attack Ford personally.
But he
can attack Republican policies, and to the extent the campaign
is a referendum on the last eight years, we win."
# # #

QUOTES FROM CARTER ON INFLATION
Q.

·Recently, we've detected from some of your staff that
they are equating the fight against unemployment with
the fight against inflation.
How do you think that
you can carry out these two apparently contradictory
efforts?

A. "1 don't believe that they are contradictory as far as
inherent characteristics are concerned.
~~en President
Truman went out of office, after enormous drains on our
economy, with the Marshall Plan, with the Korean War,
aid to Turkey and Greece, and so forth, we had an inflation
rate of less than 1%. We had an unemployment rate less
than 3%.
Interest on a home loan was 4%.
The budget,
over his six or seven years in office, was balanced.
There was an average surplus of about $2.4 billion.
Now
we have had an average inflation rate of almost 7% under
Nixon and Ford, and the highest unemployment rate we've
ever had since the Great Depression.
This shows that
they're not necessarily countervailing forces.
When
inflation goes up, under Nixon and Ford, unemployment
has gone up along with it, and there's such an enormous
drain on our economy just to finance the cost of people
not being at work.
Presidents Nixon and Ford have tried
to fight the evils of inflation with the evils of
unemployment.
This has brought the highest combination
of inflation and unemployment in this century.
So I don't
think there's an inherent economic law that says when
inflation goes up, employment goes down, or vice versa."
Business Week
September 20, 1976

Q. How would you deal with inflation then?
A. 'We need measures to increase the productive capabilities
of our economy. We've been virtually ignoring the
supply side of our economy.
Increase productivity,
and we can grow without inflation.
'~'d

like to see a reform of Government regulations that
tend to drive up costs--for example, the rule prohibiting
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a truck from carrying goods on its return haul. We
ought to have stricter enforcement of antitrust laws
and of consumer protection laws.
And we need a monetary
policy that encourages lower interest rates, so invest
ment capital will be available at reasonable costs. "
u.s. News & World Report
May 24, 1976

Excerots from Late.st..... Carter Position Paper
There are far more humane and economically sound solutions
to curbing inflation than enforced recession, unemployment,
monetary restrictions and high interest rates.
Much of
the inflation we have experienc~d was not caused by
excessive demand, but rather by dollar devaluations,
external factors such as the increasing oil prices, and
by world-wide increases in food and basic material prices.
Furthermore, high interest costs, and the final dismantling
of the controls program in 1974 contributed to high inflation
rates.
A consistent effort to battle inflation must accompany our
drive for full employment.
This requires measures to:
--increase the productive capabilities of our economy,
with increased attention to the supply side of our economy,
now virtually ignored.
--insure a better relationship between the availability
of goods and the demand for them.
In the agricultural area,
the Federal Government should assume the primary respon
sibility for establishing reserves of key foodstuffs in
the united States.
--reform those governmental regulations, such as
the rule prohibiting a truck from carrying goods on its
return haul, which unnecessarily add to prices.
--strictly enforce anti-trust and consumer protection
legislation and increase free-market competition.
--adopt a monetary policy which encourages lower
interest rates and the availability of investment capital
at reasonable costs.

-
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--effectively monitor excessive price and wage
increases in specific sectors of the economy.
While I oppose across-the-board permanent wage and price
controls, I favor standby controls which the President can
apply selectively.
I do not presently see the need for
the use of such standby authority.
Carter Economic Position
Paper
1976 Campaign

View of Chief Adviser (Lawrence Klein)
Carter's chief economic adviser told Congress today
that he favored an "easier" monetary policy by the
Federal Reserve and budgetary stimulus for the economy,
effective in 1978, amounting to $10-$15 billion.
First, a strongly expanding economy is the best cure for
unemployment and also the most promising way of achieving
a balanced Federal budget in "1979 or 1980."
Second, while the inflation rate might rise a bit next
year to around 7%, there is little danger of its accelerat
ing, and by the 1980s, inflation should be less than the
rate of 5-6% that prevails now.
"A strong net export position for the American economy
that comes about naturally through world trade expansion
will be employment-creating, and there will not have to
be added public spending, reduced taxation or any Federally
sponsored initiatives to create this added demand."
Under questioning he disclosed his view that additional
fiscal stimulus of $10 billion to $15 billion would
probably be the right policy "for 1978."
New York Times
July 29, 1976
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General Inflatlon Quotes From Carter

.j
I

As President, Carter says he would focus his economic
policy on cutting unemployment "and take my chances with
inflation, if I had to." He believes that "until we get
down to the neighborhood of 4% to 4.5% in the unemployment
rate, we won't have to worry about inflation."
He dismisses the liberals' campaign centerpiece, the
Humphrey-Hawkins full-employment bill as too "rigid"
and likely to revive "double-digit inflation."
Wall Street Journal
April 2, 1976

"In order to reduce inflation and strive for a more
controllable budget the single domestic economic
thrust should be toward employment."
Associated Press
January 26, 1976

"My economic advisers and I agree that until you get
the unemployment rate down below 5 percent, there's
no real danger of escalating inflationary pressures.
I would also favor additional money supply.
I don't
see any reason why the permanent level of inflation
can't be as low as 2 or 3 percent."
Fortune
May 1976
"Most of my economic advisers--and I've got some darn
good ones--tell me that you can come down to 4 percent
unemployment or 4~ percent and not have a tremendous
adverse effect on the inflation rate. Almost invariably,
though, they will tell me that if you try to go down to
a 3 percent unemployment rate the way we measure it in
this country, that you will inevitably have double digit
inflation--above 10 percent."
Capital Times (Wisconsin)
March 29, 1976
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~arter

Q.

A.

on Wage and Price Controls

Would you resort to wage and price controls under any
circumstances?

"I would like to have standby wage and price control
authority that could be used for a limited period of
time, but I doubt that I would ever use it.
I know
that Arthur Burns has advocated that this authority
be permitted for a period of forty-five days.
This would
permit the President, or his surrogates, to try to reach
an acco~modation with manage~ent and labor to hold down
peremptory increases in wages or prices.
But I would
not favor mandatory or permanent wage and price controls.
My philosophic coromi tment is to a freer economy. "

L

Fortune Interview
May 1976

Q.

You have said that you thought that wage and price
increases should be announced 30 or 60 or 90 days in
advance and that labor and manage~ent should set
voluntary price goals.
What kind of mechanism do you
have in mind to make this work?

."A..

"I would like to keep the present Council on

~I/age and
Price Stability intact.
I would like to meet with busi
ness and labor leaders and ask them to exercise voluntary
res train t.
I f they could COITLCl:unica te '.vi th each other on a
regular basis, maybe through ~e, and j~st lay down some
general voluntary guidelines that they ~ould pursue, let
the council be informed 30 days or 45 days ahead of time
for projected, substantive price or wage demands, and
let the pressure of public opinion be focused to see
whether or not the need is justified--that in itself
would have a greatly beneficial effect:'

Business \,'leek Intervie",v
September 20, 1976
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Carter requested Nixon to reimpose wage and price
controls to slow "unprecedented inflation."
Atlanta Journal
April 19, 1973

"I would like standby wage-price controls.

My guess is
that I would never use them.
But I would like them as
a lever.
I wouldn't hesitate to use them if I had to. "
Business Week
May 3, 1976

If elected, he said he would ask Congress to restore
the power of wage and price controls to the presidency.
"I don't intend to impose wage and price controls,"
he said, but added he wanted the power as leverage in
bargaining.
Cincinnati Enquirer
January 10, 1976
Latest Carter View on Controls
"On wage and price controls, Carter said he would adopt
them only as 'a last resort' and that early in his
administration he would not even seek standby authority
to impose them.
Such standby authority was allowed to
lapse in the last days of the Nixon Administration."
Los Angeles Times Interview
August 24, 1976

CARTER ON MONETARY POLICY

1. Supports more expansive policy: Carter's key point
on monetary policy is that it has been too restrictive
in recent years, driving up interest rates and contrib
uting to economic malaise. He would support more
expansive policy on the theory that interest rates
would drop, economy would expand, and as economy grows,
inflation would abate.
2.
Seeks greater coordination with Federal Reserve:
While insisting that he wants to maintain independence of
the Federal Reserve, Carter has also called for better
coordination of monetary and fiscal policies. This is
a pet theory of Henry Reuss and is thought to have been
adopted from him.
Under this approach, the Chairman of
the Fed would be appointed by the President with the
advice and consent of the Senate but his term would be
co-terminus with that of the President. Carter has never
said whether the President would have the right to fire
the chairman
There is disagreement within the Administration on the
proposal regarding the term of the Fed Chairman.
Arthur Burns has testified twice that he has no objection
to the proposal and as a follow-up to that, Jim Lynn sent
guidance to the Hill that we had no objection. However,
Bill Simon feels strongly the other way and has recently
blasted Carter on it, saying that Carter's proposal would
politicize the Federal Reserve.
"God help us," he has said,
"if the politicians ever get their hands on the monetary
controls." Simon also thinks Burns may be having second
thoughts.

QUOTES FROM
CARTER ON MONETARY POLICY

"The monetary restrictions of the last few years
did nothing but slow down the economy.
It wasn't a
sensible way to counteract the price rises that were
occurring. For instance, there was an absolutely
unnecessary pressure placed on the housing market
through the disappearance of mortgage money.
The
consumer became frightened and it mushroomed and
became a general setback to the formation of industrial
capital -- and, of course, the availability of jobs."
New York Times Magazine
June 6, 1976
He said he favored retaining "the stabilization" of
interest rates. He said he favored retaining"the
independence" of the Federal Reserve Board and would
not seek major statutory changes involving the board
except to ask Congress to make the term of the chairman
of the board "cotermirius" with the term of the President.
New York Times
July 29, 1976
"The difference between Republicans and Democrats concerning
interest rates~ Carter stated,"is that the Republicans
are in favor of high interest rates, because they are rich
and have the money to lend, while under Democratic administ
rations you always get low interest rates."
National Review
March 19, 1976
Federal Reserve
Mr. Carter's earlier populism had led him to favor reducing
the independence of the Federal Reserve System. His advisers
have argued that there was much to be said for "separation of
powers," not only of Congress, the Presidency and the Supreme
Court, but also of the Federal Reserve and the Treasury.
Mr. Carter has satisfied himself, according to Dr. Klein,

by accepting the "mildest and least troublesome of
reforms of the Federal Reserve" proposed by Representative
Henry S.Reuss, Democrat of Wisconsin, the Chairman of the
House Banking Committee. These are making the Fed chairman's
four-year term coterminous with that of the newly elected
President, with the President free to pick his chairman
subject to confirmation by the Senate.
The New York Times
July 14, 1976
"Better coordination between fiscal and monetary policy
should be assured by:
(a)
giving the President the power to appointe
the Chairman of the Federal Reserve for a term
coterminous with the President's;
(b)
requiring the Open Market Committee of the
Federal Reserve Board to state its objectives more
clearly and publicly;
(c)
requiring the Federal Reserve Board to submit
a credit market report on past and expected monetary
conditions, to be included with the Economic Report
of the President;
(d)
requiring the Secretary of the Treasury, the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget and
the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board to show
in a consolidated report that their policies are
mutually consistent or explain the reasons they are
not consistent."
Carter economic position paper

CARTER ON THE FEDERAL BUDGET

1. Can the Carter Budget Be Balanced? One of the most
persistent questIons put-to--Car~Is how he can ever ful
fill his promise to balance the budget by 1980 and also
fulfill his commitments to full employment, national health
insurance, welfare reform, and the like. His most recent
answer, given at the now famous press conference in Plains
on September 3rd (when he carne out strongly for control of
inflation), boils down to:

-- Quick phasing out of programs that are no longer
useful;
-- Gradual phasing out of new programs, delaying those
that are most costly;
Tough, zero-based management;
And finally, he quotes his ecol1omic i:3.:1visers to the
effect that if unemploy~ent and inflation were cut to 4%,
annually and econo~ic growth would increase to about 4%,
~his would increase Feaeral revenues so that by 1980, about
-$60 billion would be available for new spending programs.
Carter says he will "~ork back" from that year in planning
the implementation of new programs.
-- Carter never mentions the idea ~hat taxes might
have to be raised considerably to balance the budget and
hold down inflation.
In a recent interview with the
~A Times, Carte~ implied that the only prog~am for which
he ..,,;OU ......1 C1-
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4.
Three-Year Budget Planning: Another Carter theme
is the need for greater long-range planning so that the
business community can know what to expect. He wants
to budget on a three-year cycle, with the first year
just the same as today and the next two being "first
approximation."

5.
Zero-Based Budgeting: Carter regards his practice
of zero-based budgeting in Georgia as the single most
important innovation in state government in the past
decade. Many others disagree--especially in the Georgia
government--and there is a volume of scholarly testimony
saying it won't work at the Federal level. Carter says
he would institute zero-based budgeting in his first
week at the white House.

6. Ceiling on Federal Expenditures: As noted earlier,
there have been recent signals from the Carter camp that
he would call for a legislated ceiling on Federal expendi
tures, keeping government spending close to its historical
average of 2]% of total GNP except in time of recession.

MATERIALS FROM CARTER ON SPENDING

The Newest Carter Position on Spending
(Plains Press Conference, Sept. 3, ]976)
To balance the budget by 1980, there must be "strict
control over spending .... There will be no new programs
implemented under my administration unless we can be sure
that the cost of those programs is compatible with my
goal of having a balanced budget by the end of that term.
And this will require delay of the implementation of costly
programs if they are proposed, the quick phasing out of
those that have already served their useful purpose,
the phasing (in) of programs to make the present programs
work before new programs that are costly are implemented
and tough, zero-based management of the budget." A
"sunset" law would also be helpful.
Does this mean that new programs would be "keyed" to
revenue, he was asked.
He said that they would.
Does this mean the poor must wait a long time for redress?
"No, as I said earlier, we'll carry out the promises I've
made as aggressively and quickly as possible, but it
doesn't help to give people a little more payment for
Social Security or welfare or veterans benefits and then
rob them with inflation."
New York Times
September 4, 1976

By the time he presents his hoped-for balanced budget
in January, 1980, Carter said he believes the GNP will
be increasing at about 4% a year; unemployment will
be down to 4.5% with only 3% for adults, and the infla
tion rate will have dropped to about 4%.
That, he said, would mean a $60 billion increase in
Federal revenues--enough to improve health care and
reform the welfare system.
Los Angeles Times
September 4, 1976

-
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Mr. Carter is running away from the "big spending
liberal" label that Republicans are trying to attach
to him.
Switching his position from a few months ago ...
'The Republicans only hope is to picture Jimmy as a big
spending, McGovern-type liberal,' a Democratic strategist
says.
"We aren't going to let them get away with that."
Wall Street Journal
September 6, 1976

A campaign official said that the change (toward
greater emphasis on inflation) "reflected a political
decision."
Says Jerry L. Jasinowski, the campaign's
economic coordinator, liAs far as goals go, he regards
inflation and unemployment as twin eveils that have to
be attacked simultaneously."
Carter will be focusing attention on his anti-inflation
policies in a speech later this month (September).
And he will take other steps to underscore his conservatisr.1
by emphasizing his desire to balance the Federal budget
by 1980 and to place a ceiling on Federal ex?enditures
at about the recent historical average of 21% of GNP.
His adoption o~ the spending lid is relatively new.
)~hile

Carter points out that the 21% goal is flexible-
and could be exceeded in a recession--he wants to show
that his new programs will be phased in only if stimulative
economic policies generate enough 0: a 'fiscal dividend'
to fund them.
"rf revenues don't grm'l, expendit'...lres
don't grO'.·.j," says Carter issues director Stu 2isenstat ....

I'D. conce~ned abo:..1t t:--ie pil~l i::; ~e!:"c2?tion 0:: our
ca:npaisn," says a Kirbo associate in Atlanta.
"There
are endorsements by the ~D~ers, the labor people, and t~2se
are the most organized and vocal groups in the Democratic
party.
But in many cases their positions are not Ji.mmy's
positions.
We're going to emphasize the more conservative
element of the campaign."
II

... Strategists like Caddell feel that Carter will be cn
firm ground attac:-<'in~r the Reptlblicarls as lithe people
that first brought double-digit i~:lation and unemplo!2e~t
toge-ther .
But Cartel."' IT.tlst fi~s-:' :1e=:_ls2 th2 GC,?s biS
II

SIJen1j.t;r

at -:'acf:..
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Carter sets the tone himself.
"I would be fairly
conservative on eocnomic matters.
The tough manage
ment approach--striving toward balanced budgets, full
employment goals but heavy emphasis on controlling
inflation, expanding overseas sales--these kinds of
principles have been imbedded in my consciousness as
a businessman all my life."
Business Week
September 20, 1976

Past Statements by Carter on

Spen~ing

"There might be some increase on government expenditures.
I don't see any massive spending increases that would
derive from my promises to the American people. My
projection, which has been confirmed by quite a number
of competent economists, is that we can have a balanced
budget by the end of my administration."
Free Press
August 8, 1976

"Any new programs put forward by myself, with the
Congress, I would estimate as accurately as possible the
cost for at least a five year period and provide
financing when the program was put forward."
Boston Advertiser
July 25, 1976

He (Carter) bristled even more when I observed that his
critics already were saying that if all the proposals
that he had endorsed during the primary campaign were
enacted--Humphrey-Hawkins employment bill, national
health insurance, welfare reform, and the like--it would
amount to $300 or $400 billion in additional spending.
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"That's not true," he asserted, and said his programs
essentially would rearrange the priorities of spending
within the existing budget framework.
"And I believe,
according to my projections, that we will have a balanced
budget at the end of four years of my administration, in
contrast to the Nixon-Ford deficit accumulation of $170
billion, the most red ink in peacetime."
Column by Jerry terHorst
Chicago Tribune
August 11, 1976

Several of Atlanta's top business executives said Carter
was a difficult, aloof man to work with, but--on balance-
an effective governor.
In particular, they admire his
budgeting techniques.
"I'd call him a fiscal conservative, but in terms of social
needs I think he is a liberal," said W. T. Beeve, chairman
of Delta Airlines.
Chicago Daily News
August 5, 1976

Carter's economic advisors (have) proposed a budget for
the coming fiscal year between $412 billion and $420
billion.
New York Times
April 24, 1976
New Taxes
From

a recent interview with the LA Times;

"Except in the area of medical care where he envisioned
some transfer of expenditures from the private to the public
sector, Carter stressed that he would increase government
expenditures only by the amount of additional tax revenues
generated by economic growth
an implicit stand against
general tax increases."
LA Times
August 27, 1976
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Zero-Based Budqetinq

"I am going to institute zero base budgeting the first
week I am in the White House as an executive decision.
This does not require action by the Congress ... Congress
has to face that we cannot continue to spend money in
new programs without providing new mechanism for payment.
We have got to have some inevitable increase in revenues
built in, that occur on an annual basis, and those
imcreases in revenues would be allotted by me to areas
where I thought the need was greatest."
Boston Advertiser
July 25, 1976

The one concrete proposal he's endorsed is "zero
base budgeting" (ZBB), a money-tracking and decision
making method he brought to Georgia in 1972. The idea
was developed originally for Texas Instruments by
business consultant Peter Phyrr.
In simple terms,
it requires that an organization's functions be broken
down into neat "decision packages," and that each
package justify its value to the organization at
regular budget intervals or get the ax.
How well does ZBB work in Georgia? That is a matter of
continuing dispute.
The former state auditor, Ernest
Davis, said recently that ZBB was "an excellent exercise
in a way":
it taught the new governor how the state
government works -- something he didn't understand the
day he was inaugurated. But Davis didn't think it had
reduced costs much.
The present state auditor, Bill Nixon, is less critical
of ZBB, but he concedes that it's impossible to make any
comparison between the efficiency of the present system
and the one in effect before Carter's time.
There was another problem with ZBB.
Although it worked
smoothly enough at Texas Instruments, it proved a bit
unwieldy when applied to an entire state budget like
Georgia's, which is more complex than a corporate budget
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and more diffuse in the purposes it serves. Former
auditor Davis explained that when Texas Instruments'
budget was carved into ABB chunks, only 200 or so
"decision packages" were created. But when ZBB was
applied to the state of Georgia, it produced thousands
of packages. A single large agency grinds out hundreds
of them each year.
It's not at all clear that carving up state functions
to fit the ZBB scheme made the budget any easier to
understand or control, or whether it slowed the waste
of state funds.
Carter has said that if he's elected
president, he will issue an executive order requiring
all federal agencies, bureaus and commissions to adopt
the ZBB system.
Imagine the paperwork.
Washington Star
Eliot Marshall
August 15, 1976
Allen Schnick, Library of Congress expert noted that
"the few studies of ZBB in operation have suggested that
it does not significantly affect the efficient allocation
of a government's financial resources, that the content
of the budget is not necessarily different after ZBB
than before."
Paul O'Neill, Deputy Director of OMB, said ZBB and
the "sunset legislation" establishing it "may lead to
a paperwork process that is mind-boggling even by
Washington standards."
Phil Hughes, Asst. Comptroller General in GAO, cautioned
that experience with "sunset laws" and ZBB is "very
limited" and warned of the "danger ... that it be regarded
as some magical black box.
A good many more people are
writing books telling you how to do it than are actually
doing it effectively."
William Gorham, President of Urban Institute, said that
the review schedule envisaged in the Muskie bill would
vastly overstrain "the capacities or potential capacities"
of the executive branch and Congress and inevitably
"undermine the credibility of the act."
Similar warnings carre during Senate hearings from Roy
Ash, Nixon administration budget chief; James Lynn,
OMB Director; Alive Rivlin, Congressional Budget Office
and a dozen others who would not be considered soft on
wasteful government spending by anyone.

,......4·-T-~~~~~-;; .""..
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As Peter Pyhrr, inventor of ZBB, said, "Some of Sen.
Muskie's words at the time of the introduction of thi ~
legislation are most appropriate to such a "massive
change as I think zero-base budgeting would produce."
What Muskie said was:
"In too many cases, we in Congress
have satisfied ourselves with the rhetoric of legis
lation, leaving the hard work of implementation ... to
the executive branch."

Washington Post Commentary
August 8, 1976
Jody Powell: "It's our belief that if you can zero
base a political campaign budget, then doing it for
HEW and the Pentagon will be duck soup."
LA Times
July 26, 1976
Drs. Minmier and Hermanson conducted a survey of a
number of state financial analysts and officials and
questioned them about zero-based budgeting as applied
in Georgia's 1972-73 fiscal year.
Carter, in an interview early in 1974, fully supported
zero-base budgeting.
"I think (it) is great for manage
ment's decision-making ... (it) has given me an extremely
valuable method by which I can understand what happens
deep in a department.
Because of zero-base budgeting
we were able to determine that seven different agencies
had the responsibility for the education of deaf children."
But, of 13 department heads interviewed in the study,
11 indicated there had been no apparent reallocation
of financial resources in their department as a result
of implementing zero-base budgeting.
Atlanta Constitution
August 16, 1976
"The first piece of legislation I will send to Congress
will initiate a complete overhaul of our Federal bureau
racy and budgeting systems. By Executive Order, I will
require zero-based budgeting for all Federal departments,
bureaus, and boards.

('\
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"The second part ... would initiate the reorganization
of our Federal bureaucratic structure."
Carter Campaign Issues
Reference Book
March 15, 1976
Carter calls the "zero based" budget system he insti
tuted in Georgia "the most remarkable thing that's
been done in State government in the last decade."
He promises, if elected President, to use zero based
budgeting to "strip open" sprawling department like
Defense and Agriculture and combine 1900 Federal
agencies into "200 at most."
Los Angeles Times
February 3, 1976
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Carter on the General Bufget Process
"The budget of the Federal Government should serve
as an instrument of both economic and general govern
mental policy.
It is a statement of the influence
of governmental expenditures on the allocation of
resources, and instrument for carrying out economic
stabilization policy, and a demonstrative of our
Nation's priorities.
It should serve as a guide to
a means of encouraging efficient and economical
functioning of Government.
'Por the current fiscal year, an expansionary fiscal
and monetary policy is necessary.
Social needs and
the need for economic stabilization may require from
time to time unbalancing of the budget.
But, we
should strive for budget blaance, without an environment
of full employment, over the long term.
The surplus
years should balance the deficits.
I therefore call for
balanced budgets over the business cycle. This can be
achieved by 1979. At the present time, there is a clear
need for stimulation in order to return the economy to full
employment.
'~

vigorous employment policy will enlarge the revenue
base and will likewise reduce recession-related expenditures
and will therefore do much to reduce the present deficit.
My commitment is to achieve and maintain a high level of
real growth in the economy, which will permit us to have
a balanced budget without reductions in important social
programs and within the context of full employerment.

'~udget

planning within the Federal Government is
presently on a yearly basis.
This does not allow sufficient
long-range planning.
Therefore, we should budget on a
three year cycle, rolling forward three years at a time
when the budget prepared each year.
The first year ahead
in a three year cycle should be the usual budget, the
next two would be only first approximations, in an initial
attempt to smooth out the budget process.
The budget for
the two latter years will normally be revised in the next
year when a new third year is added for an initial approx
imation.
The long range budgeting practice will roll forward
from year to year.

"The three year rolling budget technique will permit business
men and public officials to do a much better job in laying
out their own plans, relying less on the need for more

------------------~-
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elabora~e pr~posals of comprehensive planning.
Moreover,
as w~ d1d wh11e I was Governor of Georgia, we should
pred1ct the costs of programs over a long period of time
so that proper long-term budgeting can be done. Also,
we sho~ld attempt to implement new approaches to Government
budget 7ng, su~h as zero-base budgeting, which insure that
there 1S quallty control over Government programs and
that these programs accomplish their intended end."

Carter Economic Position Paper
1976 Campaign

"There is no predictability about the degree of participation
on the part of the federal government in education, social
problems, health, transportation law enforcemeflt, pollution
control, and this would help a great deal . . . . as I prepare
my (federal) budget, it would extend 18 months in the future.
I would ike to freeze or approximately maintain the partic
ipation of the state and local governments_ in the costs of
~~alth care and welfare, then substantially reduce the contri
.tion
of local governments, and, over a period of time,
reduce also the contribution of state governments on a
percentage basis, maybe by holding their present dollar level
constant.
I personally believe that revenue sharing money
should go directly to the cities, for programs that would
apply to matched federal funds."
Boston Advertiser
25, 1976

-Ju ly

CARTER ON TAX REFORM
1. Promises Sweeping Reforms: Carter has reserved some o f .
his strongest language for the tax system, calling it "a dis
grace to the human race".
He is pledged to a total overhaul,
but he has also carefully said that he won't come forward with
the specifics until at least a year after taking office. Why?
"It would be an act of political stupidity beyond belief" to
propose specifics in tax reform and government organization,
his press secretary has reportedly said. Specifics would
only serve to make special interest groups angry.
(Wall
Street Journal, 6/10/76)
2. Wants to Close Loopholes, Shift Burden to tveal thier Tax
payers: Carter attacks the tax system in very populist terms,
arguing that it discriminates against the poor and the working
people while favoring big business, the wealthy, etc. It is
clear that the major thrust of his program would be shift the
burdens away from the lower brackets to the higher ones and if
he follows the Democratic platform, it might well include a
heavier rate for business. But as usual, Carter stresses
different aspects of tax reform with different groups. At
the 21 Club in New York City, he told assembled business that
he would be very careful not to hurt business with his reforms
and he didn't mention loopholes; outside at a news conference,
he blasted the loopholes.
3. General Principles:
In place of specifics, Carter says
he has adopted 4 basic principles on taxes:
To treat all income the same;
To tax income only once;
A progressive tax rate;
To greatly amplify the whole system.
4. The Specifics, Such as They Are:
that Carter has set forth:

Among the specific ideas

-- He would eliminate the double taxation of corporate
income so that the tax system would no longer tax both
corporate profits and dividends; the Administration has already
submitted a specific program to achieve this goal.
-- He advocates treating capital gains the same way as
wages and salaries; this was a proposal that got McGovern in
hot water in 1972.
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-- He would reduce the tax on savings interest in order
to stimulate capital formation .
.... -- He would leave the tax exemption on municpal bonds
but would eliminate other tax preferences that "favor the
rich" .
Sylvia Porter reports, based on an interview, that he
would leave the Social Security tax rate the same but would
increase the amount of income subject to Social Security taxa
tion from the first $15,300 of income to the first $20-22,000.
-- He would favorably consider tax incentives to encourage
industry to locate in the center cities.
-- He has told businessmen that he would keep the foreign
tax credit for multinational companies.
-- But he has been unclear about tax deferrals on over
seas profits -- he told businessmen he would "have to address
it" and he told a news conference later the same day that his
"inclination would be to remove those deferrals".
5.
Tax Policies on Housing: One of Carter's most contro
versial campaign mistakes was his statement in February that
he would like to eliminate the tax deduction for home mortgage
interest payments. The flak was very heavy, and he has been
backpedaling ever since. He now says that he would never do
anything to hurt the middle American wage earner. His point,
he says, is that deductible mortgage interest and property
taxes present the upper and middle-income homeowners with a
Federal subsidy of about $11 billion a year, while total
Federal expenditures for subsidized housing amount to some
$2 billion. He would like to keep the general housing subsidy
level around $10-11 billion total, but would shift the benefit
so that less of the subsidy goes to the wealthier homeowners
and more would go to lower income taxpayers.
No specifics
have been forthco~ing.
Carter has also begun speaking in recent weeks about an
interest subsidy program for homeowners.
Under this plan,
the government would select a mortgage interest level -- say
7 percent. Says Carter:
"On a long-term mortgage for 25
years, or more or less, any excessive interest charges that
would accrue from government policies or woldwide economic
circumstances would be absorbed by the Federal government."
He has not spelled out more specifics.
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7. Advisers: Carter's tax plans are being worked on by
Joseph Pechman of Brookings and Stanley Surrey of the
Harvard Law School, two leaders infue field.
For years, both
have been calling for lowered rates and enlargement of the
Federal tax base by eliminating deductions and special treat
ment of various forms of income.

....
QUOTES FROM CARTER
AND DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM
ON TAX REFORM
The Democratic Platform
We pledge the Democratic Party to a complete overhaul of
the present tax system, which will review all special tax
provisions to ensure that they are justified and distributed
equitably among our citizens. A responsible Democratic tax
reform program could save over $5 billion the first year
with largers savings in the future.
We will strengthen the internal revenue tax code so that
high-income citizens pay a reasonable tax on all economic
income.
We will reduce the use of unjustified tax shelters in
such areas as oil and gas, tax loos farming, real estate,
and movies.
We will eliminate unnecessary and ineffective tax pro
visions to business and substituting effective incentives to
encourage small business and capital formation in all businesses.
We will end abuse in the tax treatment of income from
foreign sources; such as special tax treatment and incentives
for multinational corporations that drain jobs and capital
from the American economy.
We will overhaul Federal estate and gift taxes
an effective and equitable structure to promote tax
and alleviate some of the legitimate problems faced
farmers, small businessmen and women and others who
otherwise be forced to liquidate assets in order to
tax.

to provide
justice
by
would
pay the

_We will seek and eliminate provisions that encourage
uneconomic corporate mergers and acquisition~.
We will eliminate tax inequities that adversely affect
individuals on the basis of sex or marital status.
We will curb expense account deductions.
The Democratic Party should make a reappraisal of the
appropriate sources of Federal revenues.
The historical
distribution of the tax burden between corporations and indi
viduals, and among the various types of Federal taxes, has
changed dramatically in recent years.
For example, the
corporate tax share of Federal revenue has declined from
30 percent in 1954 to 14 percent in 1975.
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Carter's General Views on Tax Reform
"

"It is time for a complete overhaul of our income tax
system.
I still tell you it is a disgrace to the human
race."
Standard Speech Line
Carter has said the nation's tax system is "grossly
unfair" and has a promise from Georgia Senator Herman
Talmadge, ranking Democrat on the Senate Finance Committee,
for movement on tax reform legislation. He also has said
it would take "a full 12 months" to assess the specifics
of what such legislation would entail.
UPI
July 15, 1976
Last year Carter promised to reveal specific tax pro
vision plans by the end of theyear. Earlier this year, he
pledged to do the same during the general election campaign.
Now he insists it won't be possible until a year after he
takes office.
Wall Street Journal
May 13, 1976
"I think the nation is ready for comprehensive, total
tax reform.
This has been advocated by people from a wide
spectrum of basic political philosophies -- all the way
from the Brookings Institution to William Simon. There are
four basic principles that I've adopted.
First, to treat
all income the same. Second, to tax income only once. Third,
a progressive tax rate. And fourth, to greatly simply the
whole system."
Fortune Magazine
May, 1976
He plans to resist demands that he get more specific on
his proposals to reorganize the Fed~ral government and over
haul the tax system.
"It would be an act of political
stupidity beyond belief" to propose specifics in these areas,
Powell argues.
The reason:
It only would serve to make
special interest groups angry.
Wall Street Journal
June 10, 1976
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"Another thing we need to do is to shift the tax burdens
away from the low and middle income families on to the special
interest groups that have been avoiding the tax burden for so
long. This is a very good stimulus for the sharing of the
wealth and also the creation of jobs."
Speech, Carter Campaign
May 2, 1976
"The tax laws have ridiculous programs built in. The
anti-grandmother clause, for instance, makes it illegal to
take a tax deduction on the employment of a grandmohter to
take care of the children while the parents work.
You can
hire a stranger to do it. You can't pay the expenses of
a gra n dmother."
Los Angeles Times
August 4, 1976
" ... in social programs, Johnson did an excellent job;
but we still have a long way to go with national health care,
reform of the welfare system, reform of the tax system.
Those
kinds of things would be my direct resonsibility."
New York Times
June 16, 1976
"I don't know how to be specific yet ... I am just not
qualified yet." He even talks of postponing a "tax reform
package" for two years or more after he has entered the
White House.
Washington Star
July 15, 1976
(Sylvia Porter)
"I do not favor a tax cut for 1976.
I believe most
American people would much rather see some control over
excessive spending ... than to have a tax cut at this time
with deficits in the neighborhood of $70 billion."
Carter Campaign Issues
Reference Book
March 16, 1976
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Specifics, Such As They Are
Carter favors taxation of capital income and earned
income in the same way, simplification of the tax system by
removing many of the incentives that have been added over
the past 70 years to cover transient circumstances, and
having direct grants reconsidered annually. Carter also
favors taxing income only once and wants to reconstitute
a progressive tax rate.
Business Week
May 3, 1976
Carter advocates taxing capital gains, such as profits
on the sale of stock or real estate, as heavily as income
from wages and salaries.
He believes it is unfair to tax corporate profits and
then tax the dividends paid out of those profits -- so he
would knock out all taxes on dividend income or stop taxing
the portion of corporate profits that is paid out in dividends
to shareholders.
Time
June 28, 1976
Carter thinks all tax preferences that "favor the rich"
should be eliminated, except tax exemption on municipal
bonds and capital gains tax.
The tax on interest on savings
should be reduced to help provide more capital.
u.S. News and World Report
September 22, 1975
"I would tax that income at the corporate income point or
dividends -- I would like to keep that option open.
I don't
favor taxing the same income twice."
He would attack the Social Security system's financial
problems by taxing your income at a higher level. Today,
SS taxes are levied on only the first $15,300 of your
income, he would tax the first $20-22,000.
Washington Star
July 15, 1976
(Sylvia Porter)
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"I think we can learn a great deal from the cities
like Savannah, Georgia, which had reconstituted the down
town areas of their own communities when they were destined
for destruction 15 or 20 years ago or more.
"Another thing that can be done that would help would
be to try to encourage, through tax incentives or otherwise,
investments in the downtown areas. Now we have got a problem
of trying to move the central city unemployed people out in
the suburbs to work.
I think with the persuasion of the
White House, and possibly some tax incentives, industry would
be encouraged to stay in the downtown area. Transporation
allocation would help a great deal also."
Boston Advertiser
July 25, 1976
Promises at the 21 Club Luncheon
At a luncheon, the Democratic presidential nominee ...
strongly suggested that, as President, he would keep the
foreign tax credit that his valuable to multinational
companies and pledged that he wouldn't attempt any hasty
changes in the tax laws in general.
"I think it's a very serious mistake when the President
or other leaders of our country permit, through incorrect
knowledge or misapprehension or because of political expediency
the turning of our peoples' opinions against the business
community, or multinational corporations, or oil companies
just as a scapegoat." Mr. Carter declared.
Wall Street Journal
July 23, 1976
While he backed the present credit on United States
taxes given to American corporations that pay foreign taxes,
Mr. Carter said ... that he opposed tax deferrals on profits
of American companies earned overseas until the money is
brought into the United States.
"At this point, my inclination
would be to eliminate these tax deferrals," he said.
In response to a question about his attitude toward
multinational corporations ... Mr. Carter responded:
"I would
continue, and strengthen if possible, American involvement
in foreign countries and vice versa," adding, "I would not
do anything to minimize this."
New York Times
July 23, 1976
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"At this point, my inclination would be to remove those
tax deferrals," Carter said after telling business leaders
a slightly different story -- that he merely will "have to
address" the deferral question.
He assured the business leaders that he would not make
"substantive changes" in tax laws for at least one year
after assuming office -- to study how those changes might
affect international trade.
Los Angeles Times
July 23, 1976
Deductions for Horne Owners
Carter said that the income tax deduction for horne
mortgage interest payments "would be among those I would
like to do away with."
Boston Globe
February 26, 1976
Carter was asked about his position on three tax loop
holes, including investment credits on construction machinery,
partment projects and the horne mortgage interest deduction.
Carter replied, "I would say, along with elimination of other
tax incentives, those would be among those that I would like
to do away with."
Charlotte Observer
February 27, 1976
Elimination of exemption for interest paid on horne
mortgages would have to be tied with other changes to insure
that middle-income horne owners would be more than compensated.
"I would never, never do anything that would hurt the middle
American wage earner."
Atlanta Constitution
March 7, 1976
Carter promises through tax reform, eliminating many
deductions and incentives for special purposes, such as horne
ownership and business investment, in return for an across
the-board reduction in rates.
However he said that he
cannot give specifics until he has been in the White House
and studied the matter for a year.
Philadelphia Inquirer
April 25, 1976
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A reporter noted the candidate had advocated doing away
with the tax deduction for home mortage interest, and Mr.
Carter testily interrupted to insist:
"I did not." He added
that he had said this was one "incentive I would consider
modifying," and then without elaboration, asserted, "If I
change the deduction it would be increased and not decreased."
Wall Street Journal
April 26, 1976
"We must undertake a comprehensive review of the hidden
ways in which our tax laws influence housing policy.
Deduc
tible mortgage interest and property taxes benefit upper and
middle income homeowners in the amount of $11 billion, while
Federal expenditures for subsidized housing amount to
approximately $2 billion."
Cater Campaign Issues
Reference Book
March 15, 1976
"I would favor some sort of interest subsidy. We could
set a level, I don't know exactly what level.
I would say
seven percent as an arbitrary figure.
On a long-term mortgage
for 25 years, or more or less, any excessive interest charges
that would accrue from government policies or worldwide
economic circumstances would be absorbed by the Federal
government."
Boston Advertiser
July 25, 1976
Q.
What about the deduction for interest on mortgages that
favors homeowners?
A.
I haven't ever said I would keep it as an income-tax
deduction.
I've said I would keep the same amount of incentive
for homeownership, or more.
I think the $10 billion figure
to encourage private homeownership is a very good thing -
whether it would be done through the income tax structure or
another mechanism, I don't know yet.
If I make any change
in it, it would be to ~ncrease the figure, or if I make any
change in who gets the benefits, it would be to give low
income and middle income families more benefits than they
get now."
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"I'm not qualified yet to say what specific aspect of a
tax reform package I will maintain maybe two years in the
future after I've had a chance to go into the concept."
Fortune Magazine
May 1976
An Early Proposal:

Cut Tax Rate in Half

The Tampa Tribune of July 28, 1975, reporting on a visit
by candidate Carter to Plant City, carried the following
on its front page:
"Presidential candidate Jimmy Carter said yesterday that,
if he's elected next year, he will push a tax reform program
to include the cutting in half of the Federal income tax
II
rate
He said the tax for the average working person has
increased 60 percent in the past three years, while taxes
for the wealthy have decreased through lobbying efforts.
"Carter said he did not want to discuss then the specifics
of his program to overhaul the Federal tax structure.
'But
we would have a simple structure that would permit cutting
the rate 50 percent. ,II
Tampa Tribune
July 28, 1975
When will His Tax plan Be Ready?
On March 27, 1976, the Baltimore Sun reported that Carter
had decided to put off his tax proposals until spending a
year in the White House, thus altering a promise that he made
earlier in 1976.
liOn February 23 in Mashua, N.H., for example,
he said he would put forth a detailed plan in the interval
between the convention and the election, so the country's
voters could have a clear 'choice' between him and the Repub
lican nominee. II
Baltimore Sun
March 27, 1976
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CARTER ON REGULATORY

REFOfu~

..

AND CONSUMERISM

1. Views very sketchy on regulatory reform:
His views
have been unusually vague -- even for Carter -- on
regulatory reform. When he addresses the subject, he
usually speaks in populist terms and he almost invariably
sides with consumer interests (he tells consumer groups that
he equates populism with consumerism).
2.
A distinction:
Carter draws a distinction between
health and safety regulations versus economic regulations.
In the health and safety area, he believes that the consumer
is at a disadvantage so that regulations need to be
strengthened.
In the field of economic regulation, on the
other hand, he thinks regulatory agencies have too often
become the captives of industry so that economic competition
has been reduced.
In those cases -- especially the trans
portation and airlines industries -- he favors less regula
tion as a means of increasing competition.
He cites the back
haul rules for truckers as a prime example of regulatory
stupidity.

-
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Consistent with his free enterprise rhetoric, Carter also
stresses that he 'Nants "minimal intrusion of government in
our free economic system."
3.
Sweetheart arrangements: Attacki~g sweetheart arrange
ments between industry and regulatory agencies -- a revolving
door, he says -- Carter says he would ensure that nlS
appointees are not so tainted and he advocates a law
preventing any personnel transfers between agency and
industry for four full years (he has also advocated a one
year block) .
4.
Champion of Consumers: Carter has said more than once that
his appointments would satisfy Ralph Nader and that "I hope
to challenge him in the future for the role of too citize~
advoca te in the country." ;>'~rnong Carter's speci::ic proposals:

He would ,nake class action
easily available;

SUl

ts for COnSl1!l:er-s '-lore

Strengthe~ing and vigorous enforcement of anti-trust

la'Ns;
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Program of nationwide consumer education;
More vigorous enforcement of regulations
protecting consumers.

CARTER QUOTES ON REGULATORY REFORM AND CONSUMERISM

"We must stop the inbreeding which has grown to link
regulatory agencies with industries being regulated."
Undated fund-solicitation letter
from Jimmy Carter
"As an engineer, a planner and a businessman, I see clearly
the value of a strong system of free enterprise based on
increased productivity and adequate wages. We Democrats
believe that competition is preferable to regulation, and
we intend to combine strong safeguards for consumers with
minimal intrusion of government in our free economic system."
Acceptance Speech
Washington Post
July 16, 1976
He praised pending legislation to create a consumer protection
agency, said that he would work for its creation if
President Ford vetoed the law and promised to work closely
with its members.
New York Times
August 10, 1976
Q:
Do you feel that there's too much federal grovernment
regulation in the economy at the present time? In the
transportation industry, for instance?
A:
"I certainly do.
I think that in the transportation
industry some of the rulings of the regulatory agencies
are counterproductive to what's best for the consumers.
And my primary interest, almost exclusive interest, would
be what's best for the consumers of this country.
I think
competition among the carriers is not adequate. Also in my
appointments to regulatory boards, I would lean quite heavily
toward appointments that would favor the consumers. And I
would try to minimize to whatever extent possible, the
sweetheart arrangements that exist between regulatory agencies
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and the industries being regulated.
I think there's
kind of a revolving-door concept where people move freely
back and forth between the regulatory agencies and the
industries being regulated.
Fortune Interview
May, 1976
Regulatory agencies, he says, need reform.
"The sweet
heart arrangement between regulatory agencies and the
regulated industries must be broken up, and the revolving
door between them should be closed. Federal legislation
should restrict the employment of any member of a
regulatory agency by the industry being regulated." In a
National Press Club speech, Carter said that no "personal
transfers between agency and industry should be made within
a period of four full years."
Capitol Hill News Service
Summer, 1976
In a speech to consumer advocate Ralph Nader's Public
Citizens Forum at the International Inn, the Democratic
presidential nominee said he would seek by statute or
executive order to bar members of regulatory agencies from
returning to jobs they left when they joined government
service.
By this, he said later, he meant a ban on regulators taking
any job in the industry they had been regulating.
He said
he favors a ban of at least one year, probably longer.
But he opposed Nader-backed legislation authorizing
government agencies to reimburse citizens who contribute
to their decision-making, saying he preferred creation of
a single consumer agency within government. He also said
he would not endorse national no-fault auto insurance
legislation until he assesses the 21 state programs now
in effect.
On the issue of regulation in general, Carter said he
favored strengthening controls governing "things which the
consumer cannot adequately assess for himself," such as
environmental quality and food purity.
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Controls that impede competition and raise prices should
be "drastically minimized," he said, citing interstate
air travel fares and other examples used by President Ford
in seeking deregulation of transporation and other heavily
regulated fields.
But he said a total lifting of controls
would be too "drastic."
Carter said administration-opposed legislation now pending
in a conference committee on Capitol Hill to create a
consumer protection agency would "more than pay for" its
estimated $11 million to $12 million cost by improving
delivery of services and helping to weed out unnecessary
agencies in government.
Washington Post
August 9, 1976
CONSUMER PROTECTION
1.

We must institutionalize the consumer's role
through the creation of a Consumer Protection
Agency.

2.

We should establish a strong nationwide program of
consumer education to give the consumer the
knowledge to protect himself in the market place.

3.

We should make class actions by consumers more
easily available.

4.

We must vigourously enforce the anti-trust laws.

5.

We must guarantee quality standards, where feasible
for food and manufactured items;
Warranty standards to guarantee that consumers are
not cheated by shoddy or defective merchandise;
Full product labeling of relevant information affect
ing price and quality and price-per-unit labelling;
and strict truth-in advertising measures to require
that manufacturers are able to substantiate product
performance claims.

6.

Consumers must achieve greater protection against
dangerous products.
I recommend:
strong enforcement
of existing laws, enforcement of stringent flammibility
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standards for clothing; adequate research programs
to anticipate potential hazards; additional automobile
safety research; expanded pre-market testing for all new
chemicals to elicit their general characteristics and
environmental and health effects.
The Democratic Platform
"I would like to see all the major consumer protection
agencies concentrate as one agency with a lot of power,
a lot of authority, a lot of visibility, and absolute
total backing from the White House."
Speech, Consumer Federation
of America
January 23, 1976
He reiterated his pledge, made early in the campaign,
to make appointments that would satisfy Nader and
said, "I hope to challenge him in the future for the
role of top citizen advocate in the country."
Carter said administration opposed legislation now
pending in a conference committee on Capitol Hill to
create a consumer protection agency would "more than
pay for" its estimated $11 million to $12 million cost
by improving delivery of services and helping to weed
out unnecessary agencies in government.
Washington Post
August 10, 1976
"I want to be sure," he said, " we have a minimum of
interference of government in the affairs of business."
But he qualified this by adding "provided we can assure
that consumers are adequately protected from a violation
of the competitive commitment that's got to be part of
all our lives."
New York Times
July 2, 1976

CARTER ON NATIONAL ECONOMIC PLANNING
1. Need for Planning: Referring to himself as an engineer
and businessman, Carter often says he knows how important
it is to plan ahead.
He says that in place of the roller
coaster approach to economics of recent yeaLs, the government
ought to create an atmosphere in which there is reliability
and predictability. To him, that means national economic
planning -- not of the rigid type incorporated in the Humphrey
Javits bill -- but through better coordination of governmental
policies on a comprehensive scale.
2. Expanded Role for the CEA: To achieve this goal, Carter
says he would not create a new bureaucracy but would give the
CEA expanded responsibilities. They would help to set general
economic goals.
3. Not to Dominate Private Enterprise: Because planning sends
shivers up the spines of the business community, Carter always
hastens to add that his planning would not be coercive for
private enterprise. Conservatives still have plenty of fears
about the Carter approach.
4. Part of Broader Effort: Carter's call for economic
planning is consistent with a broader policy approach. He
also calls for 3-year budget planning and for closer coordi
nation of fiscal and monetary policy by making the Federal
Reserve chairman more subject to Presidential direction.

CARTER QUOTES ON
NATIONAL ECONOMIC PLANNING

"I am a firm advocate of the private enterprise system.
I am a businessman myself.
I oppose the type of rigid
bureaucratic centralized planning characteristic of
communist countries.
"But better general economic planning by Government
is essential to ensure a sensible, fair, humane,
economic policy, without the roller-coaster dips and
curves we have faced in the last eight years. Govern
ment must plan ahead just like any business. Planning
is widely practiced in the private sector of the American
economy.
"I favor coordinated Government planning to attack
problems of structural unemployment, inflation, environ
mental deterioration, exaggeration of economic inequalities,
natural resource limitations, and obstructions to the
operation of the free market system.
"I believe that this type of planning can be carried out
without the creation of a new bureaucracy, but rather
through well defined extensions of existing bodies and
techniques.
I propose that the role of the present
Council of Economic Advisers established under the Full
Employment Act of 1946, be expanded to include this type
of coordinated planning and to deal with long range
problems of individual sectors fitted into an overall
economic plan for the economy as a whole, as well as to
deal with considerations of supply, distribution, and
performance in individual industries.
"Many of the economic shocks of the past eight years
have come on the supply side of the economy.
It is
imperative that we study ways to anticipate problems
rather than await their arrival and once again react
with ill-conceived solutions in a crisis environment.
Such detailed studies will be an important new task for
the Council of Economic Advisers.
"We have no discernible economic goals. Goals must be
established and clearly enunciated, so that our programs
can be developed within a planned, orderly context.
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"The techniques I have outlined can and will be carried
out within the framework of our present private enter
prise system, free market institutions and administrative
structures.
"It will be my responsibility as President to ensure that
this Nation has a coherent, coordinated, short and long
term economic policy, geared to achieve full employment,
low rates of inflation, and cyclically balanced budgets.
To these I am committed. These goals will be achieved."
Carter Economic Position
Paper
1976 Campaign

"I don't like the prospect of government planning that
would be binding on private industry, but my own experience
in government is that planning ought to initiate at the
executive level, with the President and his office, or
with the governor of a state. Secondly, the goals and
policies established ought to be publicly divulged. And
they ought to be constantly amended as goals are reached
or priorities are changed so that the private sector-
business, industry, agriculture, and so forth--can cooperate
with the government in the evolution of their own long
range plans.
I don't favor government domination of
private industry with government plans."
Fortune Interview
May 1976

"I believe in long-range planning so that government,
business, labor,and other entities in our society can work
together if they agree with the goals established. But
at least it would be predictable.
I don't favor the
federal government making plans for the private sector
mandatory ...
Business Week
May 3, 1976
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CARTER ON ANTITRUST AND DIVESTITURES
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1. Pledges more vigorous antitrust policy: Carter argues
that he will do more for economic growth and more for
economic competition than the Ford Administration by
stepping up antitrust enforcement. Among his specific ideas:

-- Insulate the Attorney General from politics
so that he will have a free hand in antitrust enforcement
(at an early stage in the campaign, Carter suggested that
the Attorney General might be made independent of the
President) ;
-- Shortcut the antitrust enforcement proceeding so
that major cases don't drag on for years;
-- Give State AGs the right to bring class action suits
for antitrust violations (parens patriae);
-- Strengthen powers of the Justice Department to
block corporate mergers thru injunctions until the legality
of such mergers is determined.
Note that Carter has said he would not try to break up
companies just because they are large -- only when they
restrain trade.
2.
Oil Company Divestitures: A closely related matter -
and one of considerable controversy -- is the question of
breaking up the oil companies. Carter says he is not in
favor of breaking them up and has stopped short of endorsing
the Bayh bill; he says he was the only Democratic candidate
not in favor of divestitures. But he has gone much further
than the companies would like:
-- He does not favor vertical divestiture in the areas
of exploration, extraction, refining, "maybe even the pipeline
distribution areas."
It is not always in the consumer's
interest to limit a company to one phase of production, he
explains.
-- But at the wholesale and retail end, he "would
probably favor divestiture requirements to ensure
eompetition, which I don't think exists now."
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-- He also favors getting oil companies out of
ownership of other energy areas (horizontal integration).
He worries that such integration reduces competition and
also may discourage oil companies from producing more
coal in order to keep oil prices high.

Quotes from Carter on

ANTITRUST

He said an effort would be to do "everything we can do to
increase competition within the business sector by the
rigid enforcement of antitrust laws" and by placing more
emphasis on government regulation that protects consumers
while removing "unwarranted regulation that protects industry."
New York Times
July 29, 1976
. • . Mr. Carter endorsed the principles behind two major
pieces of antitrust legislation pending on Congress that
have been vigorously opposed by President Ford.
One bill would give state attorneys general the right to
bring lawsuits on the behalf of all the citizens of a state
for damages caused by antitrust violations such as price
fixing.
Large corporations fear this could bring very
large damages assessments.
The other bill would strengthen the powers of the Justice
Department to block corporate mergers through injunctions
until the legality of such proposed mergers was litigated.
He said he believed that government regulation of industry
that tended to elevate or prop up rates charged to customers,
as in the case of transportation and freight charges, should
be "drastically minimized."
He criticized \'lhat he ter:ned
"sweetheart" relationships between industries and the govern
ment agencies meant to regulate them.
New York Times
August la, 1976
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Q.

How would you go about applying that emphasis?

A.
"Well, one way would be through enthusiastic enforce
ment of the present antitrust laws.
I would like to get
the Attorney General out of politics, and not have any
constraint on the Attorney General about which antitrust
laws are enforced. I would also like to abbreviate the
procedures through which the anti trust la'N's are administered.
It takes too long now for the courts to reach a final deter
mination.
There are some areas of antitrust laws that I
think are inadequate -- both in the procedural approach
and also in the exact measurements of a lack of competition.
The 'food-processing industry is one that .concerns me very
much. "
Fortune Interview
Hay 1976
Mr. Carter said he favors giving the Attorney General a
chance to obtain injunctions to halt proposed corporate
mergers before they're completed in cases where the Justice
Department suspects the combinations might violate antitrust
laws.
He also backed new powers for state attorneys general
that would let them file class action suits on behalf of a
state's residents.
Mr. Carter also:
--Urged legislation that would override Supreme Court
rulings or recent years that have made it difficult for
individuals to file class action suits.
--Declined to back ~r. ~ader's proposal to require
federal chartering of big corporations, but said te'a like
to see shareholders na'le greater control over corporate actions
than they currently have.
--Reiterated his concern about oil i~dustry control of
coal, uranium and geothermal energy sources and said he would
favor antitrust action if some alternative way to provide
adequate competition couldn't be found.
He said he didn't
favor a sweeping break-up of big oil companies, but again said
he might back divestiture of wholesale and retail distribution
by the producing companies.
Wall Street Journal
August 9, 1976, page 5
Agreeing with a questioner that previous Dernccratic
administrations ~ad often been lax in moving agai~st corporate
mergers, he endorsed a bill to give the attorney general pcwer
to seek injunctions to prevent mergers before they occur,
which is now beyond his authority.
Hashington Post
August 9, 1976, page A-3
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Q.

Several months ago you told us that breaking up General
Motors would not be one of your goals.
Does that still
represent your thinking?

A.

Yes, it does.
There are a lot of other things that I would
devote my time to doing rather than trying to break up a
company just because it's large.
I might discover as a
candidate, or as President, that General Motors was con
straining trade or was monopolistic in its attitude, in which
case I would publicly demand that antitrust be enforced in
that particular area.
Or if I thought that antitrust laws
were inadequate, I would do all I could to get new laws
passed.
Fortune Interview
May 1976
OIL COMPANY DIVESTITURE
company
of oil,"
may not
company

"I support restriction on the right of a single
to own all phases of production and distribution
Carter said in a campaign statement.
"However, it
always be in the consumer's interest to limit a
to one single phase of production."

The statement stops short of endorsement of the controversial
bill(S. 2387) sponsored by Sen. Birch Bayh (D. Ind.),
currently before the Senate. The Bayh measure would require
the nation's 18 largest oil companies engaged in production,
marketing, refining and transportation to divest themselves
of all but one phase of the business.
On the related question of "horizontal integration" in the
oil companies' holdings, where oil companies seek to diversify
into other energy areas, Carter said:
"I support legal pro
hibitions against ownership of competing types of energy,
oil and coal for example."
He noted possible exceptions, however.
"Fuel oil and some
propane, for example, are produced from crude oil.
Their
production clearly cannot be separated ... "
Mondale. The Minnesota Democrat voted October 22, 1975, to
require major oil producers to divest themselves within five
years of their petroleum refining, transporation and marketing
interests.
He also voted that day to require major oil
companies to divest themselves within three years of their
interests in alternative energy sources. Both votes carne on
unsuccessful amendments to S. 2310, an emergency natural gas
bill.
Congressional Quarterly
July 24, 1976, Page 1980
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Reiterating his opposition to the breakup of vertically
integrated oil companies, Carter tentatively embraced
an idea advanced by Oklahoma Gov. David Boren -- to force
oil companies to disclose their profits at every stage of
business, from extraction to retail sales.
Boren, describing what he called "vertical accountability"
as an alternative to the vertical disvestiture bitterly
opposed by the oil companies, has said it would force
companies to be accountable to public opinion and open them
up to antitrust action at every level of production.
Washington Post
August 18, 1976
(More on divestiture policy in energy section).

CARTER ON FOREIGN TRADE
1. Mixed Approach: Carter has established a decidedly
mixed record on foreign trade policy. During the primaries
he frequently critized the loss of U.S. jobs resulting when
U.S. companies locate abroad. But in his lunch with business
men at the 21 Club in New York City, he said he thought
foreign investment by U.S. companies was "very healthy" and
he pledged he would not do anything to subvert or minimize
the inclination of U.s. foreign investments.
Carter is specifically on the record on the following:
-- He supports aggressive promotion of U.S. goods
overseas;
He would keep foreign tax credits;
He is inclined to eliminate the tax deferral on
income earned by U.s. multinationals abroad;
-- He favors more long-term commodity agreements,
especially with developing nations;
He is opposed to indexing in such agreements;
He is "leery" of multinational commodity agreements;
He is highly critical of the Ford Administration's
new anti-bribery proposals, asserting that "confidential
disclosure" and corporate "permissive criminality" are
"contradictions in terms".

CARTER QUOTES ON FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY
He criticized legislation proposed by the Ford
Administration to seek corporate reporting to the govern
ment of bribes made abroad, asserting that "confidential
disclosure" and corporate "permissive criminality" are
"contradictions in terms."
Washington Post
August la, 1976
••• during the primaries he frequently critized the
loss of U.S. jobs resulting when American companies locate
abroad. But yesterday, he said he thought that foreign
investment by U.s. companies was "very healthy" and that
it was "sort of a toss-up" between the jobs lost from U.S.
investment abroad and the jobs gained from more foreign
companies located in the U.s. and he pledged that he
wouldn't do anything to subvert or minimize the inclination
of (U.S.) investment in foreign countries."
The foreign tax credit, which permits multinational
corporations to subtract directly from their U.s. tax
liability any foreign taxes paid, is one tax preference,
"I'll probably decide to retain," he said. During the
primary campaigns, Mr. Carter has everely critized tax laws
that "encourage companies to locate abroad."
••• Mr. Carter did tell the business leaders that another
provision in the laws that permits multinationals to defer
U.s. taxes on a portion of their foreign earnings until
that income is directly brought back to this country is some
thing "I will have to address."
••• when questioned about
possible inconsistencies between the speech and his campaign
rhetoric, he toughened his stance and said that his
"inclination would be to remove tax deferral."
Wall Street Journal
July 23, 1976'
You said you favor joining certain international com
modity agreements -- why? "I favor long-term agreements
with other nations, particularly those in the developing
world, to stabilize their markets and the amount they ship.
I don't favor indexing, and I would be much more leery of
multinational commodities agreements."
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"If you establish price supports for domestic crops
equivalent to production costs, I don't consider that
inflationary. The inflationary aspect comes in when you
have wild fluctuations in price. Whether you could call
price supports equivalent to production costs a domestic
carter, I don't knew.
I'm not talking about international
price supports.
I'm talking about a multiyear trade agree
ment that would involve a relatively fixed price, with some
flexibility, and a guaranteed purchase of a certain quantity
of commodity, again subject to fluctuations.
If demand
were greater than the amount for which we had contracted,
then the price for the increased commodity might be higher
or lower."
Business Week
May 3, 1976
I would alos promote the aggressive sale of American
products overseas. We don't do this nearly so much as other
countries do.
I spent a lot of my time as governor traveling
around in foreign countries trying to see Georgia products.
When I've been on these trade trips, I've seen small countries,
like France or Germany of Russia, with delegations comprised
of government, industry, labor and agriculture, saying,
this is what we have to offer you, what can we do to make
you our customer. Right on the spot, they can trade with
those protential buyers for delivery schedules, the quality
of merchandise, the price, interest rates, and repayment
terms. As governor, I was never able to get any sort of
answer from Washington on those same questions.
It really
incapacitates our ability to sell American products overseas.
Fortune Interview
May 1976

GENERAL CARTER CRITICISMS OF THE FORD ADMINISTRATION
Excerpts from Carter's Address to AFL-CIO on August 31, 1976
.
We have a great vision for our country, but in recent years that V1S10~
has been di~ed. It's been di~ed because we have seen our factories standina
idle, and it has been d"1t:ki!e db :cause we h
"~ndividual human lives with .:> great
ave seen
innate, natural productivity g1ven to us by God g01ng to waste.
"
~e've.had ~ ~overnment ~n recent years of limited ability. We've had a
gOlernm_nt w1th t1m1d
leadersh1o. We've had a governm~n~
.b
·d
"
- ... that ha
- seen
a fra1
. h
o f t h e future. We ve seen a government try to fight the evil of infl t·
the e ' l f l '
a 10n W1t ..
. V1 ? unecp o~ent and wh1ch has brought on our nation the worst co~bination
of 1nflat10n and unemployment at the same time that we've had 1·n th e 20 th Century.
That's what we face, and that's what
great country. We've had an Administration
we've had the lowest rate of growth in over
greater than any in the 200-year history of

we've had to acco~odate in our
that talks about fiscal responsibility;
30 years. We've had budget deficits
our country.

I watched the convention in Kansas City and I heard the President say
that he was proud of his economic record. Well, no one Can deny that this Ad
ministration has put new entries in the econonic record books of our country.
~
"
The unemployment rate is 7.8 percent, h1gher than that under Harry Truman,
Eisenhower, John Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, even Richard Nixon. The unemplo~ect
rate under this Administration set a new record. In the last two months, we've
had 500,000 more people out of jobs now than two months ago.
We've had an average over these last eight years of a 6 percent inflat~on
rate; a steady quiet, insidious, all-pervasive robbing of the American family;
an inflation rate greater than that under Eise~~ower or Kennedy or Lyndon Joh"~on.
President Nixon and President Ford have to share that entry in the record bocks.
Because of low productivity and high unemployment, we nm" see our m.1n
national economy losing $150 billion in the production of ,goods and services ~~r
the American people each year. That's a $2,500 loss for every family in t~is
country. That is another record. Under President Ford and the budgets that
have been prepared under his Administration, we've had an increase in our na~~~n~l
debt of $210 billion, which equals one-third of the total in the history of C~~
country. rnat's another economic record.
tVhen he went into office in August of 1974, the unemployment rate was
5.5%. In nine months it was 8.9%, the fastest rate of growth in unemplo~ent
1n our history. Layoffs in this country have affected one-third of all t~e f~ti;
in the United States. And the rate of inflation has tripled for food and fa;
medical care and for fuel.
So I can tell you that the economic record of this Administration is
indeed, but we're going to change that record beginning next January with
your help ( Applaus~.

~

.

"
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Now this record is bad enough, but perhaps even worse is the loss of
spirit and loss of direction in our country. We've been convinced that there
are so many things that we cannot do. It's time that we start reminding the
American people of all the great things that we can and must do. t~e need to
have unity in our country and not division. Unity between the White House (and
the Congress, that has almost been completely eliminated. Unity between our
people and the government.
I don't believe any other human being 1.n the last two years has traveled
more than I have, met with more groups, talked to more people, answered more
questions, listened more, shaken more hands. And there is a sense that this wall
that has been built arQund our own government and that the people have been
excluded from the decision-making process. So we need to provide an opportunity
for ne~o1 unity between people and' our mm government leaders. And, of course, as
you well know, we need also to have strong unit~ between business~ labor, industry~
agriculture, education, science and govern~nt.
Another point that I want to make is this: we must reject the dogma tha~
has been put forHard by the Republican Party that events are out of control, that
the government of free human beings can't correct mistakes, can't answer difficult
questions, cannot deal with human needs and cannot,be effective.
He De::Jocrats know that government can provide for our needs. But we
insist that we control the government and not the other way around. (Applause)
fu"ld,of course, He also reject the dogma that government can do everything
and knows all the answers. And we know that the repository of power and
intelligence and commitment and idealism and patriotism and compass1.on and
competence and unity exists among the people themselves.
Now. there are four basic ingred,ients that r.lu·st go into the correction
of our economic woes: One is balanced and sustained growth. The second one
~s full employment.
The third is stable prices. And the fourth is a well
managed governoent that's efficient, economical, purposeful. working toward
balanced budgets in normal economic tines.

I'Ve already noticed, in Kansas City and since then, there is going to ba
a lot of tough talk during the CaI:l.paign about inf'lation :fro:n ths Republicans.
But tough cru:paign talk cannot hide the .fact that thare has bean a 70 percent
increase si~ce 1968 in :food costs -- 70 percent. In health costs, sin~e 1968
there has been a 60 percent increase; in the cost o:f e home there has been a
10 percent increase; in mortgage interest rates 30 percent.
~~duatry is now suffering in the depths of a depreBsion.~
t
~.
rkars and las'..
'We have 17 percent unemploynent or m~re ha.no~g co~s :cv:,~ ~~ nulti-fru:tily units
reonth alon9 ve hed a 9 percent drop 1n oUS1ng 8 ar ~ _ _~ . ciu~ the
_
t.h~ drop 'tJ~.S auost 35 p9rcent. in o!!e I!!ont~. t~~ ar~.~~~ :d:~1;~"<ono end Ford
. 1"1 ti
r<> te in more than 50 years.
!.llee:U:
6
vors t l l l l a on co
d K
d
The 1968 dollar is "forth 0 cents,
vhe.t i t ',.las under Johnson~. ann~ y.
to turn to the $2 bill, which
people. (Laughter and Applause)
Our h ous ing ........

~~ !o~~e::8v~~ ~:~R;~~=~~~~~y-~~: ~~ricen
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In the last 8 years, the deficits and the debt that has been accumulated
are aleost equal to all other Administrations combined in the 200-year history
of !Derica. And the interest on the increased debt that's come in this
A~stration is '$350 per family in the United States -- perpetually.
That kind of' mismanagement has got to be changed. There's no incom
patibility bet~een meeting the legitimate needs of our people, being compassionate 7
concerned, sensitive on the one hand, and having a tough, ~el1-managed government
on the other.
But we must have a President who will lead this country-. One l1ho is
not timid. One -who treats Congress -with the respect. One who deals with the
sensitive and important needs of our people. Who doesn't let this nation
drift and who restores the spirit and the hope and the dreams and aspirations
and confidence of the people of this country. There's only one place f'or that
leadership to come, and that's !'rom the 'White House. And the absence of that
leadership is no leadership, and the country's drifting. And next year We are
going to tu:ril that around and change ..that too (Applause).
AFL-CIO Speech (as delivered)
Washington, D. C.
August 31, 1976

Carter charged the Nixon-Ford administrations with having
tried to control inflation by "small recessions" that
"eventually degenerated into a very large recession."
New York Times
July 29, 1976
Striking what may be a key theme for his campaign, Carter
said Republican economic policies had led to the highest
unemployment level in 24 years, record peacetime budget
deficits, increased reliance on foreign energy sources,
soaring interest rates and a shrinking trade -balance.
Only the Democratic controlled Congress, said Carter, kept
the situation from being even worse.
New York Times
July 29, 1976
"Our nation now has no understandable national purpose, no
clearly-defined goals, and no organizational mechanism to
develop or achieve such purposes or goals. We move from one
crisis to the next as if they were fads, even though the
previous one hasn't been solved.
fl

Carter campaign brochure
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"In reference to regulatory agency appointments, Carter
charged that in the past eight years of Republican adminis
tratiom half the appointments to nine major regulatory
agencies came from the industries being regulated. Many
appointees have not served out their terms 'because of
the free movement back into the industry,'" he said.
"I'd like to stop that if I'm elected President,' he
said.
'I would like to see Congress pass a law to make
it illegal for the movement of members of regulatory
agencies back into the industry from which they've come
under the present administration. ,II
Washington Post
August 10, 1976
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Prof. Iinvrence R;'K1ein of the University
Pennsyl
v:mia with Jimmy 'Carter during
April news conference; Dr. Klein !s Mr. Carter's chief econom~~t.. ~_~: _

a.,

Carter's --Economics
..:.

Advisers Say Georgian "VliIl Aim
For Wide ~Achievable' Social Goals
By LEONARD SILK.,
What are the economics of Jimmy Ca:ter? Tne 'ques
tion has become a hot one. with critics or the virtually
...certain Democratic. PresidentiaL nominee charging that he
is vague or contradictor! on the major economic _issues.
Mr. Carter's' advisers-led by Prof. Lawrence R. Klein
or the University or Penn~ylvania~oncede that he has
not been partkularly concrete about his economic plans
or programs. Even when his advisershav8
E.::onomic suggested specific numbers-as Dr. Klein
and Charles L. Schultze at the Brookin~
Analysi~
Institution have done. on Cha!lged priori-·
-, -,
ties for the- Federal budget-~,k Carter
has deleted the numbers from his on-the-record responses
to questions.
Yet his advisers insist that, far from being vague, the .
. former Georgia Gover.tor is "prot'essional and" pr:l;;rr:at:c,'"
seek~:q the best technical advice he can get to help him
realiza his broad social goals. Dr. K!ein char:lcteri:e:l
those as being "to give the common man a better break,
to make this a better society." He ,adds that Mr_ Carter
has an engineer's approach and an analytical mind
that he listens to hi~ advisers before- deciding.
" Original .>\im Rejected

Within a political philo~ophy c!osely in line with New
Deal Demo.-:ratic P:!rty thinking. Mr, Carter intends to
aim for what ilis advisers call "achievable zoals," It wa:;
on that ha,;is that G<wemor CJreer rejected the original
goal of the rlumphrey·H:!w;,tns Bill of cuttIng unemploy,
ment to :; percent within tour y<!:trs.
:-'lr, Cartu accepted the juugm<!:lt of !li" :ldvisers that
3 percent unerr.ployment for ehe lJ.bor force :!,-; a whoi~
would be incoC1si"tent wit.h J.n acceotaole nte of infla
tIon (J to ,1 p~rcent),
.
When other Democratic c:lndidJtes were settin.>: lower
targets for llner.1ployment and intration, ~!r, Carter said,
"r can't outbid them; I'd put my empnasis on employ·
ment and tlke my ch:l.nces orr inflatbn." Poe has con-· •
sistently kept to those priorities, He puts re-:!ucir:_~
uner.1ploymenc first, reducing inflation second, thereby
~
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Yet he says that a greater:
degree of Government plan-\
ning, which he would d?l
t..'trough a~ iu~ented. Co~n;:l.
, of Ecorn>truC AdVIsers, IS n~c.:>-\
" sary to at~ack probiem.s of
.' sL"Uctural unemployrno!ot, mfla
. tion, environmental dec~y, ~x
aggeration of economIc In,
equalities. natural. resource
limits and "obstructions to the
operation of - th~ free market I
system."
'.
Thus he combines hiS S~?
port of '?Iannin~ \:~th a promISe
or stricter applicadon or the an
titrUst.laws to increase com~
tition.
',.
bo .
~tr Carter lea..'1S toward
t:il
_
:0. vertical and horizontal d.eves~l-l
-:- ture of major oil comparues. H.~
: thinks t.'1e _probl~m in the 011
'. industry is at the w~olesale and
, retail end_ He has s3.1d he would
• not favor devestlt::re C?f. eXPIO-\'
: .nt!on, ext.~ctlon. rehrung or
. ,. even pipeline distribution.
'
.;, Similarly, h~ has- e..'q)resscd
. his belief' that the present I
-:: movl!mem of oil companies into I
;' own~rshio of coal mines is "noq
~·good for·t.ie country." He. hasl
said he ·,vol!ld ra'Jor deve~uture 1
:-.. to the extent that he telt It was
~-. necessary to ?rovide for :'co~

,
'" ,-,",-' •
However;. Mr. C.u-ter's earneel
p<l?u1ism hade led him' to favor ,
reducing. the independence- or'
making this. a. sharP issue with:
.1
n
th9 Feder:...'
..,.eserve
.5 ys t em. ~
the Reouollcans, who have con-:
His advisu\have argued thal f
sistentiy desigr.~ted infbtion asl'
there was much, to be said for!
the top problem.
"separation '01 power.l," not~
~!r. C.lrter has learned much!
cnly of- Cong::es$, the Pre5i.~
or his economics durI~ thei
dency and t.'e Suprer.le Court, ~
Presidenti.J1 c:!mpaigrr. Dr. Klein
but also oE the Federal Reserve~
says :VIr? C.lrter's or:gina! goals
and the Treasury.
~
were 2 percent". unemployment,
~!r. Carte:- has satisfied. him-,,~,~
2 ~rcer.t infl:!·tion and a 2 per·
cent r:He of inter~t.
' :;elt, according to Dr. Klem, by~
3.ccepting the "mildest and least!,
Re31istic Target
troublesome of reforms of the:l
Mr. Ca.-ter subsequently de- 'Fedenl Reserve" prooosed bYij
c:ded that those were not com.j Reoresentative HenrI' S. Reuss, ij
patible numb~rs and designated
Democnt of Wisconsin, the;,'
4.5 percent u..r:employment 3.5 a
:hairmar: or the House Ban\C11g;
realtistic target for economic I • :omrnit:;!e. Thes-'! are making!'
policy.
:
~he F~ chairman's four,year:
That 4.5 percent overall unterm cotenr.inous with, that oi;
employment fi£;Ure now is
the ne .....ly elected President,:
with the President free to pick;
considered consistent with the
modified Humphrey ~ Hawkins I his chairman subject to con-:
target of 3 percent "adult unnrmation by the Senata.
I
employment."·
Neither ~,tr. Cartel" nor his
The Carter logic is that there
Id'r.sers· are monetJ.rist3-- be
~ ~.nuing and very enthu~la~tlc
is enough, slack in the ecolievers in the doctrine eSlXlused
;. cornDetition" and would en
bv Proi. Milton Friedman' of t.'e
nomic system .to permit con::; courag'! more coal production.
siderably stronger' ftscal and
(.;'niversity of Chicago that calli
f.- Professor X,iein .says that L.
monetary stimuius than that
for emphasil.ing slow a.'ld continuous growth· oc the- money
followed by' Pro..sident. Ford or
\'
the Federal Reserve under its
5 l lpply. ~Ir. Carter and his eciln
i )11'. CJ.rter "did not give in 00 I
Jmi:;ts view fiscal policy a
chairman, Arthur F, Burns.
cfi vestiture."
, .., -.. ' . :,
least as imoortant as moneta
But Mr. Carter's advisers have
, ·'Gounterballncing ,such·,o a I
warned him t..':Iat: with unem:-olicy and iavo~ as much atten
ployment at 4.S:percent the
tion to interest rates as to th
toUgh' but not ·.u.'lqualiiiedi
economy is likely to bump up
money suppiy.·'
..
stand.. Mr. Carter h;u empha-!
against capacity' ceilings. It
Mr. Carte:- favors more sun
siz~ his respect for the pnv: te l
would then be a good idea, they
:;hine" ucon· the wrokings 0
i sectOr. of tr-.e economy. He •.as 1
say, to have st3.ndby wage-andthe Fed. He would also seek t
Ibeen \ lukewarm on creatingl
price. contro13 in: place, for use
insure bette::- planning by bot:
il needed. _< ':.,::.::~:, .
the Feden.! ;;Govemmeot an
more \lublic job~ as the main
.. .Both Are R~ented
' olivate- industr] tr..rough a re';
means ',ot att:lcking unemploy- I
,
,'..
. ~ui.~.ent that .the. Fed state
tmeot.
a·nd stresses that there I
?vIr; Cartee's l.Cstmcts seem to __ its _99iec:;i..~~_.~,-cle3rly .andl;
1would be a greater ''magnifica-!
be to se~k reassurance. from ! ' ,publicly...,
.
_. ' ..............
tion" or', benefits from public \
conservJ.tiy·~ as well as ltberal
.. ,"
, ' . ' _..
•
'
economists. Both. are reore- ,.-- F~om for Busmess
monies going to t.'le private sec-\
o/
sented' 00 'his committee of
l\[r; Carter has stro...ssed the
\tor for job creation than by L'l
nomic adVisers. Dr. Klein says
importance.of longer-term:
:creasing Federal emp~oyment.1
, that Mr~ ~arter was impressed • plan..'ling. but has sought to
Long List of Metiutu
with the- desirability of an "in- ,
combine t.iis witll freedom for
But he has proposed a longl
comi!S' poiicy"-a program to!
private business. He wants the I'
keep the tate of growth of;
Government. 'to budget on a
list of measures t.':Ie Fedenl
wages and l other incomes
UU"ee-yeu cyde, "rowing forGuvemmeot should take to re-I
duce unemployment, including i
line with th~ g:owth of na- i
ward three years at a time,
when the budget is prepared·
tiona! productivicy-and by the :
more money for fin3.Dcing on-I
support ;iven the concept by'
each year."
the-jOG t:r:lining by b~ines3. i
better emoloyrr:-=r:t se!"Vlce:J to;
Dr. Bums: t.'1.e conservative,
This rowing - budget techmatch peo'pie to job:s, improved
chair:nan ot t.'1.e Feder3l Renique, he t.~nks, would penn it
manpower training programs. I
serve.
businessmen and public oW
and as ne:-ded, more puolic i
ci:!ls to do a better joa in laying
joes. such as ho~~ing re~bili.'
out their 01'1:'1 olJ.."ls_ ' "
tacion and re:>all1.Og r:lll~s.1
Mr. Carter does not want to
He has attacked President I
rely on "elaborate proposals of'
Ford's veto of t.~ S6 billion
comprehen.iive planning" a:ld
public works empioyment ~i1l.
appears to be- rejecting detailed
and his subsequent veto 0.( ?
modeLs t.iat'Would give exces
scaled-down $4. billion puOliC
sive control to the Federal. Gov
1
jOb3 bill. .
''ernment
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On internJ.tio~al eco~ic
policy, 1'Ilr. Carter initially'
worried about the employment
impact, as on shop. or textile:
workers, of liberal trade and
investment oolicies. His ec0
nomic advuers bave urged l'-..l..Ll
to regard both t.,,"ade and invest•.
I
ment as two-way street3, and
Few Wedar~ Det3lu
:
they have said the !>est way
Mr. Carter hls disclosed few
to help' workers
be sl.!!'e of lof the detJi13 of his- ;llan for
keepbg their job:> is not protec-~' reforming the welfare Jystern.. i
tionism but making sure the r L'l bnel, he spea.:.::s of gec"Jn g~.
United States has "a good welfare recipients into jobs-at
strong domestic economy."
, leasf .t..1ose who are cap3.D!e. of
On international monetary· WOrltUlg - but not penallzmg I
refonn, Mr. Carter appears to those who cannot work.
I
have accepted the advi~ of
'He wants to be able to permit'
Prof. Richard. N. Cooner of Yale those on welfare who c~ suo
Uniyersity, w~o has- counseled pleoent their income by work
agamst any effort to retw-u to Ing to do so. However, he is
Mr. Coop- against anything reSembli.ngj
fixed exchange
er-and presurnaoly !'Itr. Carter Senator McGovern's Sl,OOO
-are not dis:satisfi.ed v:ith the !"dernogrant" progra.-n that hurt
~resent quaSi-floattng Ulterna- ithe South Da.i{ota Democrat so
tiona! monetary system. , .
/badlY in the-1972 campaign.
-Pieees ot the P3~ge .
Mr. Cart~r comes on as a
·Mr. Carter has sometimes strong frier;d ot the cities. He
disregarded the advice of his Iwo~d use -,und3 to st:engthen I
ta.'( advisers-pri:lcipally JO_I~he lllner city br CreaU.l'lg r:lore
seph A. Pechma.:t of the Brook.l, Jobs for· blaCK teen - ag~rs,
ings Institution-not to tak Iwho.!e unemployment. rates
pieces of the package out fo ran~ up tc? ~ perce~~ He p~
display, lest he be attacked b po~s. creatin o urba~ C.C.C."
adversely affected grOUp3. H r~CIVlh:ln C~ns~rvatto.n Corps"
has indicated that he favo ~uch as tho"e that eXlsted <iur
eliminating the tax deductibili. 109 th~ !'iew· Deal) ~s well as
of mortpge L'lterest-rate pay federa~IZl!l.5 .;:tI:lCh or the ,:"e.1
ments, taxing capit.).( gains i !are. bill, ~uI.clli1~ more pu?hc
the same way as ordinal",! in.!, nou.~lOg. Jncreasl,n~. coun~er-I
come and eliminaM'" the dou·, CYClical revenue snanng, bUild
ble taxJ.t:on of "'corporate ling better urban transportation I
profits and dividend3.
. . . !systems, :lnd other measures .
. As his adVisers predicted, :'Ir.1 .Wit~ou~ o,verall. budf;et deCarter has been attacked for ,talls; It ·IS Imp~:;5Ible ~o say 1/'
these specific ~roposais by dit-Ihow. ·much. President C~:ter'~!,
fereottax-paYl.::g grou!'$ and progr:uns would cost H he i'
political oPllonect3. He has were elected or how he would,'
gone back (0 emphasizing that achieve his promise to balance
there must be l. "SWe-i!pin~" tax t.."te course of th~ business
i rerorm but tha.t this will ~ a cycle,
,
highly complex job.
He is promisinO' mOre e{
Mr. C:lrter says it wU.1 bke Ificient government not small·
at least a year ~fore a com- er gov.ernmo:nt. This. app.:!ars
Iplete tax prog.~m Cl..'l be de- Ito- bd hlS baSIC reconciliation of
lyeloped.. There is a;:>parently no t>Js ."common man" social phil
secret plan for that sweeping 'osophy wit.'l his pledge to
tax reform. It aopl:!ars likely, clean up the Federal bureauc, ho'Never, to seek ~o elimir.ate racy.
.' .
I as many specia:l c!educt:on3 as
. 
'Dossib!e and at L'-:~ ~me time
scale down i;'1come ta.'< r1.t>!s.
It will also lean toward
I
,grelter
progressi"tity in t.~e tax
i s'lstem. with rates risi.r:g
,,"roportior.ately wiL'l hig.':er i::
corr:~s.
,.
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Dy rnwm L DALE lr.

" ' . r Democratic platrorm committee (and
WASHINGTON-1S' jimmy tirtei a -: ' the platform about to be adopted is
4,... big spender?,
.
very close to the Carter prescrip
... .
This 13 the most rcl!Vant question
tions).
\
"
...There.are no d6ilai'tlguresfor Lie
about his philosophy' on economic
·viiiOtiffproposals.,-.But .the: Carter
matters. The prospective candidate,
i
of this week's Democratic, convention r !ist c s much longer than generalty
has spoken in some detail on such
realized. Here Is a brief rundown:
.. qu('stioru; as sweeping fa..-..: simpllfica. " EDUCATION: The Federal share of~
tion and reform, sta:1dhy powers to
'financing 'of public education, which
was 10 percent, in 1974, "must be
control or delay major price and
wage increases. and devices to i:1duca
increased."
:. '
private employers to hire more workTflANSPORTATION: "The task of
ars or to retain Liem during recesrebuilding the existing transpcntaLiol\
system is so massive. so importJ.nt
sions.. AlI of these are important as
parts ot economic policy..
and so urgent that private invesr..'TIent
But the underlying state· of the'
will have to ~e supplemented with
. ecoool':1y four or five years from
substantial direct public ulvestJi,ent" -',
now-how much inflation. how high
including "cntfrt!ly new programs'~ itS'••·'
the rate of interest, the sufficiency"
some ltreas such 8.! the railroads and' <
of capital formation for new invest·
"increased investment levels" >~by, :_
ment-is likely to depend more than' /:. government in local transit: IT~ ~~ u;:
anything else'on the magnitude of
. THE CITIES: There' should be
the Federal budget. Here Mr. Carter's
"countercyclical assistance" at time! ':
various positions may be seen as
of substantial unemployment; rin in;;k
contradictory.
.
"
j . crease in general revenue sharing
;~.~
On several occasions. including his \. allow fOf' inflation and a new "publio : "
needs employment· ~r:lm.,~und~d
economic policy paper Issued in
. Pennsylvnnia in late April, Mr. CArter.
by the Federal ~overnmenL.,j,i ~ /,rh:·
.;' stated hi' aim ot a balanced budget _'. _WELFARE: Although Mr.", cart.et~,
:, . by 1979 "within tho context of full
'opposes complete Federalization of!
employment"
welfare, he' favors "one falny:uni.'·
~"':111 an interview- wlthForttmem~g4
form. nationWide payment". to be
'azlne he dted.·u a· gQah:'a-completl!
"funded in substantial part by· the,' ~
.... ~0iz3.ti ~'f~~ Sb-uCi'ura"
.- '" .-,~., .~~. -_...... ~" u-. ~';"'I
;;-,
of
':1
basedbud~ng whk:l\'wouJd screen
~'~"'.
"~, .; a .
.J
; : . out'old"'and 'obsolescent priigram:i.':C0st5, Wlth th8 ~u,re burrle!'\ to.b~:
, " d~' h'
." h.oJ
'-' .• aI.,borneby th8.stata and .federa.l Crtw..
an it ~emp.a3Istowaluao ·~em·m""""·-"-="l':'<V~~··"i··,;.j ';:)"
" anclrt....
ofth'bud..... t." .
,; . . . . . w.- ......'- .. =. • . , ',':.';'"
. !'o
e
0·.
' ; .1lEALTH: He supPctU. a "national ,
, TIie~e ,is no reason to doubt the, :health' in3Uran{;8 ,program" pvhkh
. '. s~ncenty of these goal".. "f!t~ que,-: l'·WquJd,~ be; "f)nanced ,by, general
tlOt1S anse from o~er posItIons of
!.'!~VerHt~-.:: and. .:rem"IOYel'-employee~,
Mr. CArter on speCifiC areas of Fed~ shared Irayron taies." .>.~~::,:;,;;!·)~'($T~
',:>.

to

L

iJ

goveomment,~h; ~riStit~tlqn

.z~\ ~

=:f be~~=n..~Jr~' ~~;:;:~:

tax

~~i~g~v~:e:;st P~~~~en:i~~

~~:; HOUSIN{jt:;~?rl.:1~u7dj)"e}IdIT¥t :j

sta tement; of his position' has come
~ Fcderal19ubskhes :"and .10w,1rt~e~st 'i~
, ,in his presentation last month to the
.~lo~n~~to, encou~age·the eonstruc.tlnn,~
,
'~oLIO'We~.And mlddle~.ehss hOuslllg".:
•,"
f plu!t~ exp:lnsio~ ,of· the' present
.; ~idized pro~fn, ot. h?uslng for .0e
elderly. ~. ;~. ~ . '~; /,., -I; ;,'
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SOCtt\L SECUTI1TY: Here therl~ is
unspecific proposJI for "an in
crease. in benefits in proportion to
earnings before' retirement," which
could' b~ errormously expensive.
. JOBS: Here there Is a fairly long
shopping . list, induding incentives
for private ~ctor jobs, funding the
cost Of on-the-Joh training by privat~ .
businesS, doubling the public service
jobs program from 300.000 to 600,:'~·
000, and the new progr:l.ln of "public ,:
needs jobs" in .such areas as housing
rehabilltatian and railroad repairs. I.'
." In addition to all or tJlis, 1\tr. Gar-.
'ter supports, at least nominally, the

an

· iIumphrey-Hawkins Full
. -..... -~_ ...... - - ..... - . !",' .. ,t- .... ,

Employmen~

v ....... '--.~-.

-~

':-";.-1
~/'I

I~ct, 6t.. 19i?::v.:.h~e ,cast :.woul~ .be.~~:
. large although ImpossIble- to preclsely"'f:~
,c cJlculat~. Support for the bill-whO"!e :":,'
, aim; jg a 3 percent. adult uncmploY·:L:·t:·;
m!!Tit rate in four years-is ptpminent '.,;~:;,;
the draft Democralic platform. ' , I _: ,.
The prospective candidate,' it· is, ~,~
Important to note, hu:' explicitly: '.:i~
oppos~ perhaps the key· fealun of ~~~k'
the bill: making the- Government. if : '
necessary, the employ'!r O'f last re";' ',i',
sort in order to make good the 8uar-,~: ..~.~
antee of. a' Job foreveryon",~' <,::",:,:;~~
, Whatever finally emerges With h.;':.~~,'

In

I

speet to-: Humphrey-Hawl'tihs, , how;.,";;'
everj it is evident that Mr.; Carter'si:-;'
c,om~itrnents In all.the-"othe: 'u,eU~' ;;'i"
add up to a very expenslv~ h~l.~.< :,":~:
~. Whatistobe made of thiS? .... i;~~.;-;n:,·,
", Ronald Reagan took one viriJa!t "."..~!
week. He \varned the"Voters in a~~"f,l
, television addres3:~'YO'll don't disci.. ;;:-n.
pline, an, irres'Jx>nsible.. and, wasteful ~~
, ,Congress by., putting ~ ,an ~indu1gent.:~~t"
friend in the Whits Home.";,:; ·':1 > ··r."'.\-'?,
Another: ~ vieW " i..s'that ~ eamp;.,t'~&:'

, promi'Se:l 8.re not to' be taket\' too •.~~ :

, ,serioU!rly and that Mr. Carter's s~ted .:'~
. aint; of '~attenuating ,the growtll" /of, ~~.;,{
, Federal spending 8.3 • proportion at /5.::,
;' the gross national;product' 13 prob--.:.n';',
· ,ably a· c1e:M'er ;, expres31on,.of :-h1I1'~
· philorophy. ;~.;:;.;.:;..,. : .•~,." ~../;""'<-:;':''''I''';~
.~' Still Bn<>tbei: pO.,siblmY k
Mr. ;~t·
Carter's much·tout~ revamptng 01 .~:-;.:,
the tax system could tum out t.o; bfI ~.'.: ..
. 8. means of raislng Ii 800d'deal m~ ,,:;',':
_ .'money. Which: might' make. possibl&'~'~;";
· his marty spending programs in' a '2::
budget, in, balance" or near balance. ,; ~. ,
The difficulty ,with·. this proposiUon, ;-,~ ;
, . is that Congress n&3shown no,wlJI-,\:~
, .:,ingness ,what_e~et"f;to:~r.nse;! tU~":r.>
,,:' except .In, w9.f:lline,,;For,.the,last 30~i' ;.'':
" years' ever]:' peacetllTt,o ~ tax . change ~/_:;
, hAS been a net reductIon. "'. , !,.",,~,,<...',"'~<~'
,-:~, :./\3 things now stand. the; C.1rlei<-;:;
'positions taken together lead to, ."";"!
. question mark, not an ans;v!r
the:' ::
:: que!ltion of whether he " at bottom :";...~;',
. ,1\ big spender., r/:_' .' 1 Ii .~?: ',' .t'J'~1"~·i
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Our national teu: system iii a.
'. but not at all. The Democratic Con)
disgrace. The incoms most car
gre:ss has not let the Humphrey •
tain to ~ teu:ed i."J that which ia
Hawkil13 nonsel1.5t! take it by stonn. l
dui1.'f!d from. manual labor.
. We are probably right~ though, in f
CarefuUy contTii:.d:, lOOph.o~u,.· not taking these positiorus too serihaile creatBc -a . regN~i~· sy~':
ously. For along with these. stan
tern whicA Wu tM totcl taz bur- dard Democratic-liberal themes Mr.
ckii. shift moTi and mont tall.:Qrd '., Carter also .has a lot of rhetoric
the. average wag. earn.e-r.· Some. -about free enterprise. Along with
0/ aur lar~at. corpOration. with.
h~ complaint.!J about low business
extremely high pTOfi:~ pay vir- .
ta:~es and the n~ for making the
. tually no tarat all. .\Vh.n a
tax system more progressive, he-·
J bu.si71e33 executivc. can charge.
has talked of ending double- taxation
offa $SO lU11CMon on'cr tIU: nrof dividends. AlQng" with talk of n&
turn and a trucJc dnvv camlOt
tional health in.!l~nce. new count
ckduct his $1.50- S{lndwich ~
:er-cyclical.aid to the cities and more
when oil compa-niu. pay leu'-': spending on· education. welfare,
tha:n5"f. on thzi1" earnings u:hiLc .; ....~ hou!5ing and mass tramlportation, he ,
employe:s of the compa-ny pa!;Aoa.t.·.
offer.! a pledge to balance the· fed· .
ka~t three ti1M~ thia ra~.-,leral budget by 1979.. :.=. .
I
when many· pay- no ta....".. 011 in- .
. From all of the~ there emerges
conw£ of mar.... thcm. $J.()(),OOIJ.--;.:;.. no.· identifiablo direction in which s'
. t~;u.... 7tSHba1lic.tnr njorm::~~':: P~ident Carter' would take the- ~
'. A Z' piec.17WQl;·:~;aPProoch- ~~ te· ~:::-; tion.- The vagueness does. not- ~ult
chang.· wilL·:71O~··.Wo,*-=~-:.~50 much. from a lack of speciiic~, WI
.; calfY',,;~.·fa~-"~·d:..~",ftplif~d . .ta:z:;"-i:.~Irom a .Iack of rhetoricsl empw~
3Y3tam,.iui"ch.: mats- aJL·,ncc7I'W·~·:"·. suggestIng· how Mr. Carte rn'K)ulo'"
. th.FS01lU, tax•• ·all incoJTLt·only~~.i-f::-~lve the seeming conflic~ among i
. ~e;~a-nd':m.akno-our'.1yd~oJ.~~...,;~the.specifics he h.a~ already-offered.. I
.~ . t~~.m071t".progrun-w_'.~:~... '~!~~ ThU!S in_ trying to· discemwhat. be.·
: .... ::;:=.:;,~. .: -:-.~:::'.:~~;';"..:: :...:-~r~:,,:.. ::'would do- a:tP~ident;':"peopler .fall
· . - GeOrge }k:Go-..ern;:.VlDtage: 19'12;...~;b ck
L.--nal . . W Id L_
• ...l..~? W:
'Ji'Cart2. his' .. a . on psyc::~ y~Is.._ ~. QAir'
"nM~
mng.. Immy.
r, lll. . ._ harken""': to~, hL5'>- expenenceo IO-! the
1975 presentation. to'U1e:Den:OC tJC .'Y.South,- in. the· Navy;. in a SUCC2S1Jiul.·
Platf~.. Commltt.ee~f,Fa5CUl8.t.mg-""-;.busi~. ·can:!t!r?.~Ot- would he start
beea~ 1~ '. Geo~:. ·~fcGoveru: ~." .::.ruruung for P~ident-oi-the-century·.
uttered tms- rhetonc-•. I:Cl one·~ld.~ with a- burst:.of-boldnew- actlvi3m?
e.8S t.. doubt--:~bOut.,,?"~":· % 0 CBll' tru!lt ~~uch.~? -.~'
· h~vet

I

"I

r:s

u-.-1

..pkInd J'~f, PO!.l'~Ces:~:~~.: P~~'a.s..z;.~~·.!Re~riiStI"e··Barbaxa:.:ro~ao; .
resKieftt.·~· omJ~..iin:~_ J'mmY-;:~~con~tio""",'ieynote'-:-;oeaxer'

Carter.. th~same-rb~c,only-add.s.:-·" 'of . ~ ··'tl:.-Y2!<":t.:';;:';-~~~~~·
· 'th'
_r"
ha' L._"
Id do . co es~ n8~""!n..,._c~n '~:....K.CO..v
.' ~ ~'my~~ <n ~ t ":,,wo~
, ;.enOu~hx"8bou~Governor-C"~-:to.
If eleCted.. It. LS another,ltem In the· .r_ "\. • ,'.
'."- - ,- -.'- '-"L._" .""'.L~
, "ba .' _..1__ -' hi
uevef0P"'anrlm~aoou.
vague~~: tJ'laC"_. s·· m~ -

=

s . .:.ina..n:.:-~w~'''r-educed'f&ette;ting

campatgD..L.The. dlHerenc&' I.., .thst- . ::l':believ.;.thai.:Gov:ernOr-·C~M;?

r

~~~~::~~'~.~'/~~()o:t.el1i~,,~,tru~;·'Wheo,;~:s-eY~~
,.
:- ....:-,..., .., .... '"
<.:' -: .' ca.o....run.:r.on....tbe,.i;Democra~pla

~ p

'.1

.···-A great d~lof the Carterosm- ,·fonri~:tbath.wil};-do~t.he-thinp-the-:
) paign has a !limilal' tenor. Above all
platform; cslls~ ior- to- b&. do~"::: IO'
it i.., evident it\. his- appe.l as 8- cant-~.,. ~ keynOter~peakee<doesn:c lmowr
ri3t Democra.t. He is moderate;.: we ,.' ih';:presidectia~czu:xUdate? Md: LsDr'
are in vi ted to believe, becSU3e he· quite. ;iure about. his- pfatform. prom.~
~ would not .!Ima,h the oil compani~
ises.. ~hat- are...tl;re:-Americ-a.n- people'
'j-u p ' a3 comple~ly as FredHarn!l . to. believe?'
.
': would. ~au~e he Would not .!Ila~
. Mr. Carter'!! calculated vague I
~the defer13e budget as much a.!l
n~ ha~ ~rYed him well so far, butGeorge- McGovern would. Beca~
it 5eem~ to us that a3- the campaign
he is telling us a lier when her-'-8Y3' he , gee3 on he will have ~,come down
supports the· Humphrey-Hawkins. somewhere,'to stand fOl""!lOmething,
bilL~ " - ' .
.
. to give us ~me notion of the depth
If" We· are- entitled to .take· Mr.:o·:·· of his· conviction!!. to give· us' 30me
Cartet-'s-Poswon3 3eriously. there is :.. clear idea of where he would take
nothing- centrist about them, even
the nation. We-.:OO:~ooC~ h-;;w.,: he.
by the,tandard3 of- hi!! own party.
Cano-3ucc~a3·a.·candidale'taJk.ing
The.,·Democralic-"" C:mg~3 . i3 not.. :~onstanU)".· about:ho~ty,,:' int.e~rity , .
reallY'; ~ing to. 5mJi~; up· the.. oiw;~ar.(b:i~~iri~gt;vernment;'\but·at .. .,
com~o:~. even-:mOderately:'~' thttol'.!!amO!t'-,t.imer-:refU3ingi; to , Iet-:;the'
yeai"':1the··~ratic-.c.:.ln~cut- -:'.> A=encaD;i'people"kna~•.""hat:iPoI~"

t

the--dei~ bud~.~.bY-Mr=c::art-:-,! ci~~·-the~a.i-e'-:':votini!:lc¥dWithey;;i

(Scripps -flo,.ard/ UnlteCl rea tures)
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THE ECONO.'-fr TODAY

by Herbert Stein

Mr. James Earl Carter, Jr.
Plains, Georgia 3~780
Dear Jimmy:
I hope you don't mind my calling you
I suppose it is a sign of friendship.

Ji~my.

Everyone does it.

Isn't it amazing ho''; many ne''''

friends you get when it seems you might become President:'-of the Uni1:ed
States?
Anyway, I write to you as a friend.
flaw in your-

c~~paign,

I think there may be a fatal
•
and I want to warn you about it.

I hav~ read many of your campaign documents, including your state
-

ment- on the economy and your long submission to the Democratic plat
form committee.
than I can count.

I have watched you on more television talk shows
I have read hundreds of thousands of words of reporting

and analysis of your positions in several newspapers _ In all of this
I find admirable the care with which you touch all the bases.

There

seems to be something for everyone, or at least for every segment of
the American population, in your proposals and promises.
! suppose that all candidates have always tried to adape their

programs so that they were attractive to as large a fraction of the
voting popUlation as possible: - But I can't believe that many~ if anyp
can have been as successful as you have been at it.
I can see in your statements something for the unemployed, for the
welfare recipients, for the producers of food and for the

cons~~ers

of food, for the sellers of housing and for the purchasers of housing>
for the ill and the healthy, for the cities :!nd the country, and so on.

"

Sometimes it night seem that these promises are inconsistent, but
al\.ays you find a means to reconcile them.

For example, there are to

be both higher food prices for farmers and lower food prices for con
sumers.

The way both of these obj ectives are to be achieved at the same

time is by reducing the take of the "middlemen."

But most of the costs

of the middlemen between the farmer and the consumers are the wages
of teamsters, and railroad workers) and butchers and retail clerks, and
so on.

But it is obvious from other things you say that· you don't in

tend to squeeze do....-n these labor costs.

So He are left ,d th doing some

thing about "speculators", ".;hich can't cost Tilany votes siTlce hardly any
one thinks of himself as a speculator.
But I have had an uneasy feeling for several weeks that you have
overlooked someone.

I have finally decided who it is.

looked the Great American Taxpayer.

You have

over~

They are the millions of people

who pay the. bills for the things the government does and the additional
things you . . . ant it to do.

You do not promise them anything.

You have described as one of the three main themes of this election,
liThe need to restore a compassionate government in \'lashington, which
cares' about people and deals with their prob lems".

For a vast

nu.~ber

of Americans, their most acute and most problem-ridden relation with
the government in Washington comes when they pay their taxes.

Hany

of them get quite a shock each April 15 when they discover how much
tax they have paid and how much tax they still have to pay.
Even with the tax cuts enacted in 1969, and the temporary cuts
enacted in 1975, Federal personal income taxes now are a5

hig~

;,,'ere ten years ago, relative to the ir.coi.1es people e<lrn.

That is

mainly becnuse inflation has raised the tax burden.

as they

You haven't snid

._

'~___II___
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..
Hhether you 'iant to continue the temporary tax cuts enacted last year_
You haven't suggested whether anything should be done to keep future
inflation from rais~ng the tax burden further.
Some of your proposals involve increasing taxes.
that

,.;ag~.

You have suggested

earners should pay social security taxes· on their earnings

up to a higher limit.

And you have suggested new taxes to
pay for
-.,-...

health insurance.
It is true that you have sugges ted tax reform.

HOlo{ever. as far

as I can see the reform proposals all consist of ways to make somebody
pay more; they don'.t provide for anybody to pay less.
So I think this is the big hole in your program.
of taxpayers out there, and an awful lot of them vote.

There ar~lots
You

ough~

to hQld out some. hope for them, and the thing they would like

most~

is to get their taxes down.
I know it won't be easy to promise tax reduction, along with all
the other things you have promised.
very

b~sy.

And I realize that you must be

Haybe you .could get some cif YOl.. r experts to work on it •.

I'm sure it would help a lot.
Sincerely yours,

GOVERNMENT
.,
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The economic debate begins
The coming election is likely to be the
This fundamental dilemma of the
first in 16 years in which no Americans mixed economies of the West forces poli
are at war, and that almost automati ticians to choose and pray. While Jimmy
cally pushes economic issues to the fore. Carter is no longer saying that jobs are
But there is nothing particularly sur his No.1 goal, it is nevertheless true that
prising about the way in which the the Democratic candidate has chosen to
parties are framing their ideas. The try to get employment up, and to pray
elephant and donkey are moving toward that he can design a program to prevent
their Nov. 2 collision along traditional inflation from getting out of hand as a
party lines.
consequence. Similarly, the Republicans
The Democrats tend to favor a more have chosen to make price stability their
stimulative, more interventionist gov No. 1 campaign issue and to pray that
ernment policy, believing as they do that unemployment ,viII not get out of hand.
economic growth is the great solvent of u. S. strength. For their parts, President
economic problems and government can Ford and his economic advisers ,vill go
foster rapid growth. The Republicans, by to the public with a remarkably simple
contrast, traditionally prefer a world in program to contain inRation, one that is
which government does less so that the singularly free of gimmicks and also
private sector can do more. To them, the singularly free of the promise of quick
socj.,l cement is found in fiscal and results. "Our anti-inflation policies 00.
sically view the problem in the longer
m(
iry prudence.
Tne way in which the parties relate term," says Alan Greenspan, chairman'
these principles to specific issues is, of of the Council of Economic Advisers.
course, shaped by the circumstances that "Inflation is something caused by excess
prevail at election time, as a comparison liquidity, and excess liquidity is in tum a
of their stand3 on the six key issues of function of. excess federal borrowing.
the campaign-inflation, unemploy Our program is gradually to reduce the
ment, tax reform, energy policy, urban . amount. of liquidity in the economy. But
problems and foreign economic policy-·>our goal is to do this while not depriving
shows.
' . "business of the liquidity necessary to
,finance expansion," he says.
_
And that's it. Greenspan and other
c '·it· Republican economists have a strong
...
belief in the internal dynamism of the
U. S. economy, believing that it has the
strength to move back to full employ
ment provided that it is not subject to
any sudden shocks from erratic changes
in federal economic policies. A strong
Stubborn, persistent inflation is the wild element of what President Nixon's CEA
card in the election as it is in the U. S. chairman, Herbert Stein, called the
economy. Compared with 2% in the "old-time religion" is still to be found in
19505 and 2.3% in the 19609, the U. S. President Ford's White House.
inflation rate has been running at 6.6%
Candidate Carter and his advisers, by
in this decade.
contrast, offer what appears to be a
It is unreasonable to expect either three-pronged attack on inflation.
party to have come up with- a totally
They begin with the belief that
credible program to bring the rate of economic growth generates an overall
price increases back to an acceptable increase in supply that itself imposes a
lev!,l For while modern industrial de limit on price pressures. The Democrats
me
;les know how to reduce un have set a 4% unemployment target for
emp'loYment-they simply run bigger 1980. University of Pennsylvania econo
deficits and print more money-they do mist Lawrence R. Klein, Carter's chief
not know how to keep people at work economic adviser for the campaign,
while at the same time keeping prices believes that'those policies needed to get
from rising.
the economy to this level will also help

lNFLATlOli:_
4 big headache
,for both parties
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curb inflation. "The key to our pro
gram," he says, "is growth, which will
increase the supply of goods and services
and increaseproducth.ity. We should use
the current period of slack to give every
possible stimulus to capital spending,
and that may mean boosting the invest
ment tax credit and speeding the accel
eration of depreciation."
Klein argues that an overall increase
in supply must be supplemented \vith
policies to prevent inRationarj bottle
necks from appearing in specific indus
tries. "We want to generate a view of the
economy that will enable us to trace the
flow of goods and services on an inter
mediate level. This will enable us to spot
bottlenecks in advance in order to take
the appropriate action," Klein would do
this by relying on an input and output
analysis to track the flow of goods
through the economy. "We want to make
business more farsighted," he says.
Conflicting policy. Finally,. a Carter
Administration would rely on some form
of incomes policy to contain the price
pressures that could crop up in an
economy that is on a relentless march
toward full employment.
Democratic pronouncements on the
nature of that incomes policy do not yet
point clearly in a specific direction. The
Democratic platform is not averse to
direct controls on prices and wages, at
least as a last resorL One plank calls for
"a strong domestic council on price and
wage stability . . . with particular
attention to restraining price increases
in those sectors of our economy where
prices are 'administered' and where
price competition does not exist."
In more recent statements, however,
Carter has talked little about using
controls as a last resort, and much about
a voluntary approach to restrain pri~e
increases. The policy outlined in his most
recent interview with BUSD<ESS WEEK
(page 94)-voluntary cooperation be
tween labor and business- bears a fam
ily resemblance to the "social consensu3"
that West Germany uses to keep infla
tion in check.
President Ford's White House ob
viously believes that this complic!lted
Democratic program to prevent inflation
and to move unemployment down to ~%

t

t
I

(

\.

Propelling Jimmr eMfIH ,!' his No.'". 2 colli"ion ar" his principal economic sdvis.,..: !rlich.NI L WSlcher, Jerry J. Ja~in()wski, and
LawrencB R.. KI"m. Powermg PTflSldsn' Ford's "/ephant ar" L William Sflidman, WiJJiam E. Simon, and Alan GrHnspan.

folly. The President himself has
frequently said that inRation is itself the
cause of unemployment. And more for
mally, Greenspan has argued that the
double-digit inflation of 1973 and 1974
has built large inflation premiums into
wages, interest rates; and the cost of
capitaL
.
An irony. Until these premiums are
sweated out of the economy, or at least·
people are persuaded that they will be
sweated out of the system, says Green
span, there is simply no way that the
private sector will undertake the invest
ment needed, to move back to full em
ploYment. Since investment is critical to
the economic growth that provides jobs,
Republicans think that reducing infla
tion will also cut unemployment.
There is something of a historic irony·
at work on the Republican side. Two of
the best Republican economists-Arthur
F. Burns and Henry C. Wallich-are
now on the Federal Reserve Board,
which strictly circumscribes their role as
political advisers. Both men have been
strong advocates of some form of
incomes policy to contain inflation. This
inevitably raises speculation on what
n-esident Ford would now be saying if
.111ich and Burns were in the White
House and Greenspan and Treasury
Secretary William E. Simon were on the
Federal Reserve Board.

GOVERNMENT

UNEMPLOYMENT:
.Will recnvery alone
supply the solution!
On no issue is the difference between
Carter and Ford more clearly defined
than on how to reduce unemployment.
The differences between the two candi
dates cut to the heart of their philoso
phies of government and the role of
government in the economy.
The problem is obvious enough. Since
the trough of the recession, total
employment has increased by 3.5 million
to a new record level. But that improve
ment has been barely enough to absorb
the addition of 2.9 million workers to the
labor force in the same period. As a
result, 7.5 million workers are still
unemployed, and the unemployment rate
has fallen only from 8.9% to 7.9%.
Ford's position is that inflation limits
the rate at which new jobs can be
created. By the Administration's projec
tions, unemployment will remain above
6% through 1977 and will average 4.8%
in 1980. Beyond its emphasis on steady
economic recovery, the Administration's
only other campaign initiative on em
ploj,nent is likely to be an attack on
government regulations-such as rome

job health and safety rules-that "in
duce" unemployment by hindering busi
ness e:l.-pansion.
Carter believes that a speedier recov- :
ery than Ford proposed is necessary. He
also feels that grea~r government inter
vention in labor markets can bring do<;\'1l
unemployment while actually reducing
the pace of inflation. He has set a target.:
of 4% unemployment by the end of his
first term.
Broad eHorts. To reach his goal, Carter
favors the use of a broad range of labor
market efforts targeted to reduce un
emploj~ent in key sectors. This, he
says, CQuid lower the rate a full percent
age point below the level that can safely
be achieved through macroeconomic
monetary and fiscal stimulus alone.
Carter says that the overwhelming
majority of new jobs must be created in
the private sector, although ~e is more
willing than Ford to make last-resort
use of public jobs.
The Ford Administration t.lkes the
position that high unemploJ~ent rates
will simply ha\'e to be tolerated for
se\'eral years. Burton ~Ialkiel, a member
of the Council of Economic Advisers,
says that demographic and social
changes ha\'e increased the number of
young and female job s€1?kers. "It stands
to reason that the greater the r.umber of
new entrants and re-entrants you ha.·e,
BUSINESS WEEK September 20.1976
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On the evidence of the past 32 years, which split evenly
Kennedy and Johnson, averaging 7.7% growth annually,
between Republican and DemOcratic Administrations, t.l-te
than under Eisenhower, Nixon, and Ford (7.3%), and it
parties are also close in U!nns of how their policies affected
rose much more rapidly during the Truman years (13.2%).
. the performance of the economy. According to many broad
Democrats will argue that this activism produced faster
indicators, though, what slight edge there is goes to the
gro\v-th and all its benefits, includling the surprise that
DemQ('.rats'(c..~art).; Their inf!3,tiorrrate ) s lower, .on the ~, .~: profits,. as \~·eH . as wages (adjusted for inflation), have
'average, and their real growth rate higher: Umimp!oyment ~ ~:. .perforrr:ed better during Democratic than Republican
~ends to . be,.' higher under GOP President..s--very rapid ._, . Administratior,s, both before and after taxes.
..,To.....-th .of thidabor force has-put. the Nixon-Ford·Adminis- But the GOP C2n argue quite pia usibly that this activism,
. trations>at ' a disadvantage in this reganL:But. the Deni.~-:':-: which has been accompanied by extensive global mil itary
cra tic~,iecord' ; still looks better even -. if . each -- year's ' :;:~.~~~ commitments; has. too· often b-2en o..'erdone. Republican
unemployment. rate"""is adjusted by subtracting;the . labor;·x.::.::,Presidents, ""ho have almost always inherited Democratic
force's'-growth-rate: J' ,.. -..:..:.-,..,> :., -:.- ... ~~.; ..:..: .• , ~:~ ...:, .";.:'.-'. majo'"itiesin Congress have also inherited wars in Kor"3
Nonethel~, such disti~~ti-;;~; ';~~de'~~~i~for ~;;dJeS~:"-:~: a~d ~-ietnarri, and warti~e sP€ndir.~ generates inftationa;"j
disputation_i.At .t he policy, level,: government tends to be ::- pressures that can be massive. So the GOP will contend that
somewh2.tmoreactivist under DemocraticPresidi!ilts than
. Democratic excesses have forced the last four Reoublica.rl
UJ1der:~_. :.R-epublicans.. :'Real . ,.nond'fen~
.
,"",nding at· the ~' '::'Admini,trati,ns
mu,h ~f thei, tir.<' to d,li"""
..
federa1.,.,Ievel;:; for·· lnStance.::. rose .slightly : fasU!!""" under .:,c!,. programs of res traln t; often leadmg to recesslOn.
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the higher unemployment has to be,"
says :'Iallciel. ';This is consistent with
free labor markets, and it may not be too
great a social problem."
Carter and his advisers unequivocally
reject that conclusion. The 20% un
employment rate for teen:lgers-40%
for nonwhite youths-means "our teen
agers start adult life believing they are
not worthy," Carter s:tys.
The major Democratic vehicle for
reuucing unemployment is the proposed
Humphrey-Hawkin;; Balanced Growth
& Fu il Employment Act. It.:; goal is to
reduce adult unemployment to 3%.
\Vhile Carter has reservations about
sr 'spec ifies of the bill, he supports its
n. ,r thrust increased government eco.
nomic planning, increased coordination
of monetary and fiscal policy, targeted
programs to create private-sector jobs
for the hard-to-effiploy, and as yet vague
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programs to deal ,vith any resulting
inRationary pressure.
Likely elements. Carter has not yet
outlined a comprehensive manpower
program. But ?lIichael Wachter, Whar
ton School of Busine;;s economist, a
member of Carter's economic task force.
and a rising economic star in the Carter
camp, gives an indication of some likely
elements:
R A form al acknowlerlgment that the
traditional 4% "full em ployment" un
employment target is unattai nable at an
acceptable rate of inf.ation without "a
heaV'J emphasi s on ;;tructural problems
in labor markets." Wachter says it is
necessarY to deal directly with the
quality ;f the labor supply to bring
jobles;;ness below S'h70, Other Carter
advisers put the level at 5%.
:II )Iinimal use of the government ;),3 an
employer of last resort. "I view that ail

I,
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straight fiscal stimulus." says Wachter.
In Wachter's view, public-service jobs
should be provided only as temporary
training positions, designed to qualify
the most disadvant2.ged workers for
private-sedor jobs.
• Concentration of manpower training
efforts on preparing unemployed youths
for semisid led entry-level jobs, with
heavy parti cipation by business in the
training effort.
;II Encourag ement
of fle xible work
schedu!<,s to promote job opportunitid
for women wi,h ia mi l ie~.
1I Payment of temporary subsidies to
employers who hire and train low-skilled
workers to make up the loss of produc
ti\'ity such hiring would cause.
II Geographical concen tration of em
ployment program;; in area;; of greatest
need, such as the older cities.
An attack on the Carter program IS

likely to be a centerpiece of the Ford
campaign. "I am obviously against the
Hu.nphrey-Hawkins bill and all of the
other schem~s to give Washington more
and more control over our lives," the
Pr-esident says.
?ord's own positions are minimalist.
He favors tax law changes designed to
increase the flow of investment funds
because, as Malkiel puts it, "if we want
to get to full employment, we have to
increase the amount of capital invest
ment in place." The Administration's
capital formation proposal includes spe
cial incentives for investment in areas of
high unemployment. Ford also favors
continuation of the current manpower
programs under the comprehensive Em
ployment & Training Act.
Regulatory reforms. Administration econ
omists are also studying a variety of
regulatory reforms that would reduce
unemployment through elimination of
constraints on business. One possibility
is the provision of a lowered minimum
wage for youths, which is called for in
the Republican platform.
But the main Ford weapon against
unemployment will continue to be steady
economic growth and constant vigilance
against inflation. "The major stress is in
getting a good recovery," says Malkiel. a

TAl: REFORM:
_olines favors
loopholes as usual
;;

Judging from the rhetoric, there seems
to be a broad consensus developing in
American politics today over the need
for basic tax reform_ &th Ford and
Carter have pledged major reforms, and
their respective party platforms, in some
areas, have carried that pledge _even
further. But the rhetoric of this year's
election campaign, like that of past
campaigns, is deceiving.
For nearly two decades now, Presiden
tial candidates have been promising tax
reform. Their basic thrust has been that,
if elected, they would simplify and make
equitable a federal tax code that has
swollen to nearly 40,000 pages. This
year's candidates are no different.
"A major objective [of tax reform],"
Ford said recently, "should be to sim
plify the tax system as well as make it
more equitable." Carter, in a position
paper issued on the eve of his nomina
tion, said, "Basically, I favor a simplified
tax system which treats all income the
'1e way, taxes all income only once,
~...l makes our system of taxation more
progressive." The similarity between
Ford and Carter on tax reform ends with
their basic pledge for simpliiication and
equity, however.
Ford, for his part, has proposed a

radical change in tax policy with his plan years, Congress has been grappling with
to end double taxation on business by the question of tax reform. But the
integrating corporate and shareholder promise of major reform from congres
taxes. The Ford plan, which he first sional Democrats has all but evaporated
proposed more than a year ago, calls for under the intense lobbying of a broad
a combination of dividend deductions cross-section of special-interest groups.
and stockholder credits that would ulti
In the Senate, which just recently
mately cost the federal government completed action on the reform measure,
more than $13 billion a year in tax the s'pecial-interest groups were 50
revenues. The proposal, which is also at successful in turning what started as a
the heart of the President's jobs reform proposal into a politicad Christ
program, is designed to spur long-term mas tree that tax reformers called on
investment and is seen by the White the Senate to reject the entire tax bill.
House as a step toward eliminating the The Senate voted overwhelmingly for
corporation as a taxable entity. The the Christmas tree package.
Ford program has basically been re
Carter has indicated his awareness of
jected by congressional Democrats as too the special-interest pressures on tax
costly and too pro-business.
reform, but at the same time there are
Ford tax-cut package. The integration
indications that he has already suc
plan was part of a broader tax-cut cumbed to at least some of these pres
package outlined by Ford in his State of sures himself. In his policy statement on
the Union message last January, calling tax reform, Carter warns that ''The only
for overall tax cuts of $28 billion people who have anything to fear from
accompanied by $28 billion in spending any Carter tax reform plan are the
cuts. The overall Ford program also has special interests who do not pay their
basically been ignored by Congress.
fair share of taxes and who are respon
Carter, for his part, has no tax reform sible for the disgracefully unfair tax
program at all. Instead, Carter has system we now have."
pledged to spend a year studying the tax
Carter himself demonstrated how the
system before coming up with any poli tical pressures build from these
specific recommendations for reform. "I groups. Last February, Carter listed the
would not make any substantive changes tax deduction for home mortgage inter
in our tax law; or propose any as Presi
est payments among the tax incentives
dent, until at least a full year of very he would like to abolish. Just a week
careful analysis," Carter told a group of later, however, Carter had already
businessmen in New York last July. And begun to back away. Clarifying his
that, according to his aides, will proba
earlier statement, he said that elimina
bly remain the foundation of Carter's tion of the interest deductions would
stand on tax reform at least through the have to be tied to other changes designed
campaign.
to help the homeowner. "I would never:
But while Carter has been extremely do anything that would hurt the middle
light on specifics, he has indicated some American wage earner," he said_ A
general themes on the question of tax month and a half later, Carter said that
reform. Calling the nation's tax system a he did not advocate elimination of the
"disgrace," Carter says he is considering deduction for mortgage interest.
a "drastic simplification of the income "!!I~ political dimension. In addition to
tax system that would lower taxes on the the pressures from special-interest
middle-- and low-income' families"
groups, a new political dimension has
through elimination of tax breaks for been added to problems of tax reform:
individuals. This, he claims, would the new congressional budget process..
enable the federal government to reduce - Republicans take note of this in- their
the tax rate by as much as 40%.
party platform, with the statement that
In the- business area, Carter has indi
"tax policies and spending policies are
cated at least some possible support for inseparable." Under the new budget
the idea of integrating corporate and control process, Congress is required to
shareholder taxes with a pledge to tax instruct the tax-writing committee ex
capital and earned income the same way. actly how much revenue to raise in any
Carter also indicates his support for given fiscal year to help cover the cost of
continuation of the system of foreign tax government spending. Although tax re
credits for U. S. corporations operating formers lost this summer when they
overseas but says he leans toward elimi
tried to use the budget process to force
nation of the tax rules that allow these the Senate Finance Committee to raise
corporations to defer taxation of o\"!-'r
revenues through reforms, the new
seas profits until the money is actually budget process is beginning to gain the
type of support that may force future
brought back to the U. S.
Political pressures. Any consideration of
tax-writing committees into compliance.
The outlook for major tax reform is
the chances of meaningful tax reform
next year, regardless of who is elected, not bright. If Ford is elected, he will still
. must take into account Congress and the be faced with a hostile Democratic
political pressures that are brought to Congress. Even his most ardent support
bear-pressures that often blur party ers make no claim that the Republicans
and ideological lines. For more than two will gain control of Congress in the

November elections. For Carter, the
dilemma is basically time. By waiting a
year before he presents his tax reform
proposal, Carter risks ending any honey
moon period he might have with
Con~·"ss. Carter \.ill be asking Congress
~ major reforms just as it is
to
gearing up for the mid-term elections.
And Congress has never voted a major
tax reform bill in an election year.


EDROY:

A consensus may
finally be forming
Three years of divisive and often confus
ing debate oyer energy policy have had
one surprising impact on the Presiden
tial race: The candidates seem to be
arriving at a consensus. Although they
differ on many specifics, Jimmy Carter
and Gerald Ford share a remarkable
number of goals, among them increased
reliance on coal, more conservation, and
greater protection against another oil
embargo by stockpiling crude.
In part, the similarities of their views
reflect the gradual convergence of opin
ions between the Ford Administration
and the Democratic Congress over such
key issues as natural gas price controls.
Dr cratic moderates have steadily
ed~... closer to the Administration's
position that controls should be lifted on
"new" gas. Carter stops only slightly
short of that, favoring new gas decontrol
for five years to see if higher prices do,
in fact, bring forth new supplies.
But the underlying reasons for the
emerging consensus are rooted in some
. inescapable realities. Afwr a brief pause
. caused by the dramatic jump in oil
prices and the recession, U. S. energy
consumption is again on the increase
and, with it, dependence on imported oil.
With both sides now disabused of the
notion that the oil cartel will unaccount
ably collapse or' that. new sources of
cheap domestic supplies will magically
appear, the limits of the energy debate
have been severely circumscribed.
Gov.,nment aid. Originally, the founda
tion of the Ford program was the
potpourri of proposals collectively known
• as Project Independence. Chief among
these were plans for a $100 billion
Eneq"ty Independence Authority that
would provide massive government as
sistance to industry. The money would
be used for developing new energy
sources, such as solar and geothermal,
:J
updating old energy sources, by
eh_-,uraging coal gasification and liqu~
faction, for example. Congressional
leaders quickly dismissed the EIA as
impractical, however, and Ford has
quietly let the proposal die. But he still
favors some government subsidies, such

as loan guarantees, for developing
alternate fuels.
So does Carter. Though he has
dismissed Project Independence as "a
farce," he nonetheless seems willing to
embl'ace the principle of federal support
for new energy development to aid in the
transition to "a coal-based economv."
Carter has attacked Ford plans to spur
synthetic fuels development inthe West,
but it is mainly the location, not the
concept, that he opposes. He argues that
the West has neither the water nor the
markets to make a major development
program feasible-.
The most substantial differences be
tween the two candidates are in the area
of nuclear power. Ford flatly favors
nuclear power; Carter is queasy about it.
Despite his nuclear background, Carter
has vowed to pull back from the White
House's long-standing commitment to
the breeder reactor, which represents
the single biggest energy research pro
gram under way in the U. S. today. And
he favors "minimum necessary" de
pendence on nuclear power.
Oil price controls. On oil pricing policy,
the most divisive issue of the past three
years, Carter is somewhat at odds with
both Ford and the current Congress. His
views are still a bit cloudy, but he has
argu'ed that old-{)il prices should remain
controlled and that all U. S. oil should
sell for less than the world price. Ford
originally sought to decontrol oil com
pletely, then later accepted congres
sional proposals to phase out controls on
new oil by 1979 and to lift controls on so
called stripper wells immediately.
But lower prices for oil products would
not be guaranteed if Carter became
President. He strongly favors standby
authority to impose excise taxes on
. petroleum products and is apparently
ready to use such authority;
The President's energy policies have
been notably weighted on the supply side
through most of his two years in office.
Under congressional prodding, however,
the Administration has gradually
stepped up research in energy conserva
tion, and Ford has now endorsed many
of the conservation measures supported
by Carter. Even so, Carter would proba
bly be tougher on the conservation side
than Ford.
A choice. Finally, on the controversial
issue of oil divestiture, the two candi
dates more and more seem to be otfering
voters a choice. Ford remains convinced
that breaking up the oil companies,
either vertically or horizontally, would
not solve any problems. Carter, on the
other hand, has given tentative support
to spinning off· marketing operations,
although ne remains oppo:;ed to splitting
production, refining, and transportation.
He has also indicated that he might
favor horizontal di,-estiture, supporting
restrictions on oil companies owning
competing energy sources.


TEE CITIl]3:
Where the economy's
ins are magnified
The crisis of the cities, shoved into the
background for a few years by the envi
ronmental and energy crises, leaped
back into the spotlight last yeo/, cour
tesy of New York City's financial mess.
The political fight over whether the
federal government should or should not
help the Big Apple insured that the
problems of the cities would be promi
nent elements of both Pre:lident Ford's
and Jimmy Carter's campaign agenda_
Says Carter: "If our cities fail, so will
our country." Acknowledges Ford: ''The
cities of this nation and the neighbor
hoods which are their backbone face
increasingly difficult problems of decay
and decline."
Yet it is clear that the politics of less
is more has taken hold of both candi
dates. Bold, sweeping programs for
redeveloping and revitalizing declining
cities, for rationalizing and redirecting
urban growth-what has been termed a
national urban growth policy-are out of
fashion this year. Carter's proposals for
more jobs and more housing in the cities
are more specific, at least on paper, than
are Ford's. The President stresses curb
ing inflation and stimulating the econo
my as the best way to help cities, along
with consolidating more federal grant
programs into block grants that give
local officials greater authority over how
money is to be spent.
But in the light of how the experts
understand the basic urban ills and what
needs to be done to cure them, neither
Ford nor Carter is offering much so far
that is new, innovative, or likely to stir
fundamental changes in the patterns of
growth and decline of the nation's cities
and metropolitan areas.
The programs.. To hammer out specific
proposals, both Ford and Carter have
urban policy task forces at work. Ford's
committee, headed by Housing & Urban
Development Secretary Carla A. Hills,
will recommend expanding block grant
programs initiated in the Nixon Admin
istration, mostly through consolidating
categorical grants, which require federal
approval of how local officials spend
federal money, into block grants that
carry far fewer federal strings.
Hills says there are some 103 grant
programs, totaling about $50 billion,
that have impact on cities. Of these, 59
are categorical grants, only four are
block grants, and the rest dir~t services
and loan guar:mtees. She wants to find
ways to lump as many as possible .to
gether. Ford has already asked Congress
for consolidation of this sort. And he 'Nil!
be looking for ways to lump together
HUO's $:3 billion block grant program

FOREIGN
ECONDMIC POLICY:
Living with an
aggressive.. Third World

with two others in the Labor and Justice notable exception of New York City "the
departmen ts.
bulk of welfare expenditures have al·
'~'s task force may also recommend
ready been transferred to either the
altering the benefit fonnulas of block state or federal level."
grant programs to put more weight on
The Republican platform opposes
poverty and other social problems. This "federalizing" welfare. But if elected,
,uld give older, needier cities a better Ford will offer a welfare reform plan to
.eak than at present.
consolidate some existing welfare pay
Carter's task force on urban policy is ments and institute new work require
headed by Julius Edelstein, dean for ments to cut welfare eligibility.
In international economic affairs, Ford
urban policy and programs at City
REVENUE SHARING. Carter wants a five
and Carter differ more in style and
University of New York. and one on land year extension of the present program, emphasis than in the specifics' of their
use, housing, and community develop which is funded at something above $6 policies. Both fa'lor liberal trade and the
ment by Charles M. Haar, a former billion a year, with an escalator clause system of floating currencies-with ade
assistant secretary for metropolitan de for inflation, and cha!lges to permit quate safeguards against cheating. Both
velopment at Hun, These task forces, as cities to use the funds for health, educa see a potential need for arrangements to
well as other experts, are hammering tion, and social services. Payments bail industrial countries out of financial
out a dozen or so papers on a wide range would go directly to localities rather crises such as those that hit Italy and
of urban issues, everything from land than to states for pass-through. He Britain, although Carter has not com
use to urban-suburban relationships to plans to "study" the program to see if mented on the Ford-Kissinger scheme
reorganizing HUD. These papers, of benefit formulas should be changed to for a $25 billion financial "safety net"
course, could generate new Carter posi give needier areas more money. Carter that is currently hung up in Congress.
tions. But a Carter aide says bluntly, also \vill consider creating a new agency
The contrasts between the two men
show up most clearly in their approach
"We've had a lot of 1960 suggestions to help localities sell their securities.
coming in, and we're not going to go that
Ford favors extending revenue shar to economic relations with the Third
way. There is no Hubert Humphrey ing, pillS annual increments for inflation, World. The Ford and Nixon Administra
Marshall Plan for the cities in the cards and would consider formula changes to tions, according to Carter, have concen
at the moment." What Carter wants, provide more help to needier localities.
trated too much on big-power diplomacy
MASS TRANSIT. Carter intends to make
says this aide, are program. options with
while neglecting potentially explosive
political and economic costs clearly more money from the Highway Trust "North-South" confrontations. Carter is
Fund available for public mass transpor basically more sympathetic than Ford to
spelled out.·
.
Against this background. the salient tation, and he will study whether it is poor countries' clamor for a "new inter
proposals from Ford and Carter on feasible to create a total transporution national economic order." But even in
fund for all modes of transportation. this area, differences between the candi
issues that affect the cities are these:
HOUSING. Carter wants to return to the
Ford's position is similar. Transporu dates lie more in the strength of their
nroduction subsidies that Nixon and tion Secretary William T. Coleman Jr. commitment to specific objectives than
rd discarded. His aim is "to fulfill our recently increased aid to city mass in their overall approach.
uational commitment to build 2.5 million transit, though the Ford Administration Commodity agreements.. A case in point
housing units a year." He plans direct has spent little from the highway fund is U. S. participation in international
federal subsidies and low-interest loans on such transit. In using mass transit commodity agreements. Carter says the:
for low- and middle-income housing. funds, Ford wants to retain the 50-50 U. S. shou"id join schemes for such
Further, he proposes expansion of hous . balance between operating subsidies and products as tin, coffee, and sugar. He
ing programs for 'the elderly; "greatly capital projects; Carter favors spending implies that Ford, by contrast, is cool
increased emphasis" on rehabilitation of "greater amounts" on operations.
toward commodity agreements. But, in
existing housing, using it as a way to
Carter also calls his jobs program fact, Ford has already won Senate
create jobs in the cities; "greater effort" . (page 77) a vital element of his urban approval for U. S. participation in coffee
to direct more mortgage money into policy. Both he and Ford say they will and wheat accords, and he seems
. assured of favorable Senate action on
private housing; ''more attention" to the .. deal strongly with urban crime.
The two candidates offer some help to tin.
role of local communities; and outlawing
redlining. .
The 'difference, Carter aides maintain,
the poor living in cities and to· hard
Ford. far from proposing production pressed city officials. But measured is that the Democratic candidate would
subsidies, is seeking ways to shift the against broader urban problems, neither push harder for progress on such
housing assistance programs into block . goes very far.
accords~ Ford,they claim, has allowed
grants consolidated with community
The root problem of cities today is Treasury Secretary William E. Simon
renewal grants.
that they are losing their attractiveness and Alan Greenspan, chairman of the
WELFARE. Carter labels welfare reform
to that part of society that can support Council of Economic Advisers, to sabo
"the single most important action we them: the middle class and business. tage Secretary of State Henry Kissin
could take" toward helping the urban Restoring the cities to self-sufficiency ger's initiatives on commodities.
A similar picture emerges on the issue
poor. He wants a unifonn national means enabling them to compete with
program of benefits, with strong work the suburbs for those groups and their of foreign aid. Carter blames Ford for a
incentives for the employable poor and resources. Nobody knows just how to do $500 million shortfall in appropriations
income supplements for the working this, except that it would require federal, for U. S. contributions, under interna
poor, who would not be penalized for state, and. local efforts, as well as large tional agreements, to agencies such as
working by having benefits reduced. investment, the kind of investment that the Inter-American Development Bank.
Except for mothers with preschool chil has reproduced pieces of the city, inClud The fact of the matter, however, is that
nren, anyone able to work who refused a ing whole business districts, in the the Democratic Congress balked at
or training would be denied benefits. suburbs over the past sevei-al decades. Ford's requests for funds. Still, Carter
t.1ties would be relieved gradually of all Neither Carter nor Ford is talking about aides charge, \vith some justice, that the
welfare payments. City officials would such investment. Anything less is not Ford Administration made only languid
applaud this, of course, but a recent likely to make much difference to cities efforts to defend its aid requests.
An even more basic difference With
study by the Urban Institute in Wash as centers of business, social, and
ington, D, C., points out that with the cultural life.
• Ford shows up in Carter's populist and

moralistic attitude toward aid. "Bilat
eral aid ought to be destined to reach
people who may need it, not to buy
another Cadillac for tinhorn dictators,"
Carter said recently. He insists that
"our people will exp;ct recipient nations
to undertake needed reforms." Such
language harks back to President Ken
nedy's Alliance for Progress, observes a
Ford official. "Carter will quickly find, if
he becomes President, that you can't buy
democracy or economic justice," the offi
cial says.
Two emotional issues. Issues such as
these are unlikely to stir much emotion
among the voters. But two issues that
generate strong feelings are restrictions
on farm exports and on trade between
the U. S. and the Soviet Union. Midwest
farmers are still seething over tempo
,rary Administration curbs on wheat
, sales to the Soviet Union. And American
Jews oppose steps to expand trade with
the Soviet Union as long as the Russians
continue to restrict emigration of Soviet
Jews.
On both 'issues, the candidates are
carefully trimming their policies to suit
the special-interest groups. Carter and
Ford both promise not to limit exports
except in an emergency. Carter proposes
to use U. S. economic leverage to obtain
political concessions from Moscow. But
he is cautious so far about repealing the
1974 U. S. trade act's Jackson-Vanik
amendment, which bans trade con
cessions to Moscow unless Jews are
allowed to emigrate freely. Ford Admin
istration officials maintain, by contrast,
that the amendment, in fact, robs the
U. S. of economic leverage on the
Soviets.
Multinationals. A more significant Demo
, 'cratic vs. Republican ideological cleavage
. appears in policies toward multinational
. corporations. Carter would go farther
'than Ford, though not '}jeyond the
present Congress, in slapping legal sanc
"tions' on U. S. companies that pay
~foreign bribes and comply with the Arab
'boycott against Israel. '
, '. Like Ford. Carter would continue to
give U. S. companies a credit against
U. S. corporate tax liabilities for the
taxes they pay to foreign governments
on their overseas operations. But Carter
has doubts about the deferral of U. S.
taxes on foreign profits. At present, the
U. S. does not tax sllch earnings until
they are actually brought back to the
U. S. from overseas. The reason for
Carter's stand, says economic advisor
Robert Ginsburg, is that "tax deferral is
not fiscally neutral; it encourages com
panies to reinvest foreign profits abroad
rather than in the U. S." That argument,
of course, is pleasing to the AFL,CIO,
whieh wants U. S. companies to invest
less overseas and more at home to create
more jobs for American workers.


For more on Carter, turn to page 90.
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Rllpublic.n. In K."... City chergMJ IMI fiH progr.m. tMt
you," t.lk.d .bout would ~t mortl then $1(J(J billion end would
. ~u. . p##,..on.1 t.x•• to ri. . by SO%_ How do you ,...pond to the
t:t..~ th.t you'"" • big _pender?
_,

--- ..

Well, I've never been a big spender. I've always1>een careful
with my own money and careful with whatever taxpayers'
money I had under my charge. They are trying to cover up
their mistakes. I intend as President to achieve a balanced
budget by 1980. With a modest growth in gross national
product to about 4% to 6% a year, and an unemployment rate
of 4% to 41h% at the end of that time, with careful planning
and meticulous detail work, and phasing in the programs that
we've evolved, we would have a balanced budget by 1980.
.As to welfare reform cost, I think our total net cost would
be much less than the roughly $17 billion that we're spending
this year on welfare payments and unemployment compensa
tion. Health programs? I don't think the net cost to our
country would be any substantially greater figure.
r would be very careful in phasing in programs in
accordance with available income. I think eliminating gross
waste in government, duplicative programs, excessive
numbers of agencies, would save a great deal. So there would
be no disturbance to our national economy, no need for an
increase in taxes to carry out the promises that I've made.

W.'r. heerd th.t you ere con.icHring holding gorernment
.".nding to .round 21% of GNP, near the current Hll'e/. How
would you itnpoH thi. ,...triction .nd .tiJI fund the progr.m.
you'", tllk..:! sbout?
Well, that's a goal for me, and I'm not sure about the 21 %
figure. The existing percentage of federal government
spending compared to G},"P has been fairly stable over the last
couple of decades, and that would be a goal that I would set
for myself. There will be very careful pacing of initiation of
new programs as old ones are phased out.
Thi. t.lk of ••ring. remindtl u. of the Vi.tnem "puce diri
dend." I. there e chllncs thllt theN uringlJ willsltJO ditlllppear?

The savings are there to be realized. I don't say that we're
goiz;g to cut that much out of total spending and give it back
to the taxpayers, but to help programs be more efficient. I
think we have now some 300 programs in health, adminis
tered by about 76 agencies. There's no way now to decide in
Washington who's responsible for errors, who is in charge of
the management of government. A clear delineation of
authority, a reduction in the number of agencies responsible
for the same function, combined with a reassessment of
priorities on an annual basis under zero-based budgeting,
would result in substantial savings. We figure that over a four

year period we'll have at least an increased income for the
federal government-not in savings, but in dividends-of
about $60 billion cumulatively.
You know, I'm a businessman. :. and I'm very conscious
always of costs, projections, balanced budgets, and that will
be part of my consciousness as President.
RfICM7t1y, we're dllt«:ltld from lIOme of your .tllfl thllt they ere
ftCIueting the fight IIgaintlt unemployment with the fight -rlainst
inlletion. How do you think thllt you ClIft csrry out lItHe two
sppe,..ntly contrlJdictory eHorts?

I don't believe that they are contradictory as far as inherent
characteristics are concerned. When President Truman went
out of office, after enormous drains on our economy, with the
Marshall Plan, ~ith the Korean War, aid to Turkey and
Greece, and so forth, we had an inflation rate of less than 1 %.
We had an unemployment rate less than 3%. Interest on a
home loan was 4 %. The budget, over his six or seven years in
office, was balanced. There was an average surplus of about
$2.4 billion. Now we have had an average inflation rate of
almost '7% under Nixon and Ford, and the highest unemploy
ment rate we've ever had since the Great Depression. This
shows that they're not necessarily countervailing forces.
When inflation goes up, under Nixon and Ford, unemploy
ment has gone up along ",ith it, and there's such an enormous
drain on our economy just to finance the cost of people not
being at work. Presidents Nixon and Ford have tried to fight
the evils of inflation with the evils of unemployment. This has
brought the highest combination of inflation and unemploy
ment in this century. So I don't think there's an inherent
economic law that says when inflation goes up, employment
goes down, or vice versa.
To fight inlfllfion, you tlllid fhllt you would like to sftsc/( the
.upply tlide. How do you get the prfl'lIte .&etor fo go IIlong lind
get involved in the tlupply .ide. to prsrent CllpIlcity bottle
necks?

It's hard for me to answer that question. There are supplie:::
of different types. One would be automobiles. Another would
be food, another would be recreation, and so on. Some of those
are determined directly by the government at all levels; others
GOVERNMENT

are almost exclusively the prerogative of business. I don't see .
how the federal government could tell the business sector to
pr' ' 'ce more autos, or more motor scooters, or more bikes,
bt.
chink at the same time a more predictable government
oolicy on taxation, transportation, regulatory agencies,
~nergy, exports, imports would have a greatly beneficial effect
on the confidence of the business community as it made plans
for the future . . . As a matter of general philosophy, my own
belief is that the best way to control inflation is not to make
money scarce, not to try to drive interest rates up, and not to
trY and keep people out of work and depend on welfare and
u~employment compensation benefits to meet those hard
ships, but rather to put our people back to wor~ to hold
interest rates down, and keep our economy growmg, at a
reasonably high rate.
You have said that you thought th.t wags and p'ic. incTeBus
should be annou~ 30 01' 60 01' 90 dBYs in sdvan~ and th.t
labor and manllgemBnt should IUIt voluntary prics gosl.. What
kind of mechanism do you hBlle in mind to mBk. thill worK?

I would like to keep the present Council on Wage & Price
Stability intact. I would like to meet wit...,. business and labor
leaders and ask them to exercise voluntary-restraint. If they
could communicate with each other on a regular basis, maybe
through me, and just lay down some general voluntary
guidelines that they would pursue, let the council be informed
30 days or 45 days ahead of time for projected, substantive
price or wage demands, and let the pressure of public opinion
be focused to see whether or not the need is justified-that in
itself would h:1ve a greatly beneficial effect.
d

Do you lore_ thlm, in addition to this,prenotification p'0CfI
voluntary pnc. or wilg. guidll~t..?

, •.:1, what I would like to do, and what we are Going now in
an embryonic way, is to talk to business and labor leaders to
find out what sort of guidelines they would self-impose. I
L1ink the President can·induce business and labor leaders to
say publicly: "We'll try to hold down our price increases, our
wage increases, to this level."
Now, I can't tell you what the figure would be. I want them
to be involved in the initial decision about what their volun
tary restraints might be.

In a recsnt IIp#H1ch yOfJ prcmiHd to "";ntain fanTlsr" incoms
whil. insuring stabM pri~ for ccnsumfH'S. How do you do this
and how much would it C01It?

It wouldn't cost any more than it costs now. All of the
target prices, all of the loan prices that prevail now in the
agricultural industry are substantially less than prevailing
prices for farm products. The thing that we have suffered
under with Agriculture Secretary [Earl L.] Butz and lack of
leadership in the White House is unpredictability-the
farmers don't have any idea what we're going to do next.
We oversold wheat in '73 because Butz didn't know how
much the Russians were buying, and he didn't realize that our
own reserves were so low. This was a major infiationary
factor. But the farmers want to produce, they want to selL
The average American thinks that if we sell a bushel of wheat
to Russia, you're taking bread out of their kids' mouths. But
we are now exporting 60% of our total wheat production. We
export 50% of all our soybeans, 50% of all our rice, 25% of all
our corn. And if this were predictable, if the markets were
a
'ed, if our customers knew they could buy good quality
g, .. IS from us, it would help a great deal.
The other point I make is this. We've had disgraceful
performance in grain quality inspection because Secretary
Butz and President Ford have blocked the professionalized
inspection service. They still permit private inspectors, repre
senting companies whose directors serve on the boards of the

grain exporters, to be responsible for the quality or wheat that
we ship overseas. Butz and Ford are blockinK Lh., !lhift away
from private grain inspection for export. This h ~he kind of
thing that really disturbs the farm community,
In your acceptance sJ"86Ch, you said: "11'3 timo lor a nation..
wide, compl'shensiYtI health program lor a/l our P-ople." What
kind of program do you hayti in mind, and how milch wil/ that
COllI?

.

As I said earlier, the net cost probably won't be
substantially greater. My own inclination is to havp. a package
of basic health care that's available to all Americans.
\Vhether it's financed by large groups in a major I'orporation
like Kaiser or U. S. Steel or through private insurers, or
through general revenues, that's not very important to me.
Coverage to indigents would be furnished by thu government.
But there would be an emphasis on preventivll health care
which we don't have now, There would be a tight control ove;

would like to keep the
present Council on Wage
& Price Stability intact
J

any sort of charges for hospital ~are or doctor'a care under
reasonable levels of cost. But to partici?ate in t.he program,
doctors would have to adhere to peer reVlew, dcx1;t)rs checking
on doc tors' prices.
Another thing that we need to do is to use more medical
personnel in addition to medical doctors, and have a broader
distribution of medical care for people that don't get it now,
Along with the initiation over a period of time, three or four
years, of the kind of health programs that I've rlescribed to
you, with the private sector doing as much as IJOMlljble, I think
that we could have no substantial increase in overall health
care cost. There might be some additional cost to the federal
government, maybe $10 billion..
In th~ low countri.s th.It hay. compl'9h6nlliv., h_l;h insur
ancs, tllo uug. 01 the hQallh !Ulf'Yic8s h8s go";' up. Hav., you
thought Booul wh8t that '.tiould do 10 co_ts?

I have, a great deal. There have been studi~ made bv the
Rand Corp., the-Brookings Institution, by governmental ~n
cies, that show that this is not necessarily the r.ase. We now
have tremendous pressure on the p¥t ,oJ cloctors, hospitals,
insurance companies, to put people in long-term care. I read
some statistics the other day ,~hat show. that:} pi!rson who
goes to the hospital in Brookl5'll/ the average sta.y is 13 days.
The person who goes to a hoSpital in San Diego with the same
medical problems has an average length of stay of four days.
You have twice as much chance of being operau,j on if you go
into the hospital in, Brooklyn as you do if YI)1J go into the
hospital, say, in Michigan. l\lany insurance policies won't pay
off if you get outpatient care. You've got to ~ an inpatient,
with tremendous additional cost, before you l:''ln get cover
age.
Many of the suggestio';;'. you h811" mad. ccnceming U. S.
rslationtJ with the Third World hI/II" biHln trilNJ by the Ford
Admini:Jtrlltion. Do you b9fitJlI" that commodity p,la. d6sls CIIn
be negotiated with th. leu dellelop.<! counlri_7

Yes, I can't guarantee that I've got the anXWer to every
question. But I do think that the best approa.c:n is to have a
better bilateral relationship toward developinl{ nations and
not treat them as a homogeneous group, whi.t:h they ~en't.
Let them know that we understand their prob •.<m1s and send

t~p diplomatic officials to represent us in their nations. Treat
them \\;th respect, jointly search the trade items that might
be exchanged more readily. Lower the barriers to their
finished goods, keeping in mind all the time that we have to
keep our people employed, and have long-range trade agree
-"ents with them, arranged through the private sector.
I strongly believe that the be~"_ approach to the developing
countries is in increased trade, nuilding up their o\\'n econo
mies, long-range mutual agreements, and some increase in
our stockpiles of basic commodities, which 'will tend to level
out the wild fluctuations in price.
One of the first problems you lTI6y face if you're elected is a
15% hike in oil priceB by the OPEC countrHls. How would you
handle than

Well, we can't go to war over it. The one thing that we can
do is to reduce our consumption of oil. Hopefully, by nex1; year
we'll have the oil pipeline from Alaska in operation, which
will help. [So will a] shift toward coal and a shift of . ~ . our
oil purchases as much as possible to more stable suppliers.
. You halle spoken of the need to stabilize or reduce the prflflBnt
worldwide consumption of oil. How CIIn this be done without
inttlriering with economic growth?

Lots of ways. We now use about 70 or 71 quads of energy [1
quad = 1 quadrillion Btu] in this country. It's estimated by
sev,eral independent groups that the total consumption will be
in the neighborhood of 100 quads by the end of this century.
So the growth is going to be fairly modest compared with
what we've experienced in the pasl
We can [al~] shift toward coal. At the present rate of

There needs to be a
better long-range
commitment to housing
consumption, we've got about 300 years of coal in this country
alone. [But] we don't have any strict conservation measures
yel Conservation has got to be implemented regardless of
what else we do about energy.
So to summarize, I think we need to shift from oil to coal,
have strict conservation measures, have an additional em
phasis on solar power. The Oak Ridge people, who primarily
are into atomic power, say anywhere from 2 to 8 quads can
come from solar power by the end of this century. The Federal
Energy Administration says as much as 20 quads-I think
that's probably too optimistic. And then whatever energy
needs we can't make up with those methods, we'll have to
make it up \....ith atomic power.
You sppear to oppose the deregulation of natural gss prices
immedistely. How would you stimulllle the exploration for natursl
gas in the U. s.?

I ha\·e advocated the deregulation of new natural gas for a
limited period of time-four to five years-and [said that] at
the end of that time we should reassess to see if the deregula
tion should be ex1:ended. This would involve continuing the
present contract prices and commitments for the delivery of
natural gas and the renewal of those contracts as they e::..:pired
at the existing price. This deregulation of newly discovered
natural gas would be an incentive w explore. We are wasting
too much natural gas because of the extremely high intrastate
prices and the very low interstate prices. I favor the increased
price of natural gas in the interstate market.
One other adverse factor is the unwarranted shift of
industry that uses natural gas as a heat source or as a basic
raw material wward those few states that produce natural
gas. This robs New England, it robs all the other states of a

fair competitive chance to get those kinds of industries.
You told thtl AFLoClO that housing i. in a slump, snd you talked
at great length about the high cost of construction. How would
your program of gUlIranl_ing mortgages and subsidizing a
portion of mortgBge inllmnt ratH cope with the problem of high
housing costs?

One of the reasons that houses cost so much is that there
are so few of them being built. In multifamily home units in
July alone, there was a 30% decrease in housing starts.
Overall, there was a 9% decrease in that month alone. Or
dinarily, we've been producing about 2 million houses per
year. Last year we only produced about 1 million new home
units. We've got about an 18% unemployment rate in con
struction. We don't have any government programs that are
predictable except the Section 208 program, which subsidizes
rent. Inevitably, we're going to have to shift ,wward more
condominium dwellings, multifamily dwellings, a tighter
concentration of home locations, closer correlation between
job location and where people live to minimize use of trans
portation. I would also concentrate on reducing interest rates.
I think there needs to be a better long-range commitment to
housing programs, with some last-re~rt government pay
ment of interest rates if they exceed a certain level.
But the main thing about the housing industry is predicta
bility-similar to farming. You have w know three years, four
years, five years ahead of time what the government is going
to be doing, and the hit-or-miss approach to better housing
construction is one of the things that exacerbates inflation.
Hlllle you done IIny refining on the specific programs that you
proposed earlier 10 sol"e the structural unemployment problem
among young people, women, and minorilies?

In general, when unemployment goes up in this country, the
people most severely affected are minors, minority groups,
women. I believe the present unemployment rate among
young black Americans is about 40%. The first step would be
to have a general emphasis on employment through business
incentives and [incentives] for better housing construction,
[with] public-service jobs as a last re~rt. I would favor a ccc
type of prOgram, similar to what we had during the Depres
sion years, for young people, and I think it should be oriented
wward urban areas, instead of rural, as much as possible.
Will orgllniztNJ labor go II10ng with Ihis?

Yes, but it would have to be designed as much as possible to
be noncompetitive with regular jobs. I'm talking now about
additional employment, and as you know we now have a
substantial amount of federal budget revenues going for this
purpose. The federal share of the narrowly defined welfare
budget is about $5 billion, and I think the total amount of
money now spent in CETA [c<>mprehensive Employment &
Training Act] programs, job training, is around $14 billion.
Some of the businessmen who had lunch wilh you at the '21' in
New York the week aHer lhe Democratic cont'enlion btllieved
that what you told them .bout businBss' role in the economy is
not compstible with the tone of the speech you made btlfore the
Rslph Hader met!'ling in Wsshington shortly theresHer. How do
you reconcile this difference?

The audiences were different, but I don't think what I said
was different. I responded in both instances to questions, and
when the businessmen asked me a question about interna
tional trade, [said I'm] for international trade. When the
consumers ask what I think about a certain emphasis on
appointing members to regulatory agencies that would be
oriented wward consumers, I said that's what I favor. And in
both instances my statements were accurate and reflect my
long-standing positions. It would be suicidal for me, politically,
speaking, to make a different kind of answer to the same
question. But the tone might very well be shaped by the origin
of the audience or the type of questions I get.
•

